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What on Earth is
in these injections?

COVID SHOTS NOW ADDED TO CHILD VACCINE SCHEDULE
WHILE the contents
of the covid ‘vaccines’
are supposed to be only
fragile mRNA inside
lipid nanoparticles,
scientists and researchers
across the world have
discovered many strange
objects, in both the
vaccine vials and in the
blood of the vaccinated,
which shows severe
damage in almost all
cases.
Complex circuits, graphene
tubes and filaments, which
self-assemble at room or
higher temperatures, can be
seen in 26 studies.
See inside for report, and
why many in the medical
profession are now calling for
a full investigation into the
harm being caused by the socalled covid-19 ‘vaccines’.

From New Zealand, through dark field microscopy at low
magnification, a drop of the Pfizer COMIRNATY shot seems
to contain a tiny motherboard. Whatever these are - answers
should be demanded from the manufacturers.

Images from lifeoftheblood.com

What are these structures from the Pfizer shot? Photos from
Spanish research team, La Quinta Columna, show images of
micro-technology, and we encourage other researchers to
observe vials and blood samples, and publish findings.

Images from laquintacolumna.net

Ask your newsagent for The Light paper
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Urgent investigation needed
Evidence
of selfassembling
technology
in the covid
injections

BETWEEN July 2021 and
August 2022, material
evidence of undisclosed
ingredients in the covid-19
‘vaccines’ was made public
by independent researchers
across the world (see box).

This is more than enough
evidence, from at least 26 separate
researchers/research teams in
16 different countries across
five continents, to highlight the
clear and present danger that the
world’s population has been lied
to regarding the contents of the
covid-19 shots.

by DAVID HUGHES

What is the true purpose of the
dangerous experimental injections
that have so far been shot into 5.33
billion people (70 per cent of the
human race), including children and
infants?
Examined under high
magnification, the contents of the
vials appear to contain a variety of
unusual objects and structures, for
which the declared ingredients do
not account.
These include straight-edged
geometric structures, fibrous or
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The world’s population has been lied to
regarding the contents of the covid-19 shots.
What is the true purpose of the dangerous
experimental injections?
tube-like structures, crystalline
formations, and microbubbles.
The blood of people who have
received one or more covid-19
shots appears, in case after case
(94 percent of cases according
to Giovannini, et al, 2022), to
contain foreign bodies and to
be seriously degraded, with red
blood cells typically in Rouleaux
formation. The effects on blood
are so pronounced that one study
found that artificial intelligence
can be trained to detect the
difference between vaccinated
and unvaccinated blood, with an
accuracy rate of over 98 per cent.
Some researchers show that the
undisclosed artefacts self-assemble
into more complex structures very
slowly, under warm conditions,
which may explain the need to keep
the vials at very cold temperatures.
Although this sounds
preposterous at first, consider
some of the highest magnification
imagery available. It is unclear
exactly what we are looking at here,
but it does look like some kind of
circuitry. Such imagery certainly
demands explanation.
This shifts the debate into
new territory. The dangers of
the injections lie not only in the
declared ingredients - the toxic
PEG of lipid nanoparticles, mRNA
that programmes the human body
to produce harmful spike proteins,
etc. (cf. Seneff & Nigh, 2021)
- but also, and perhaps to a far
greater extent, in the undisclosed

ingredients.
In the report linked below, over
100 pages of microscopic imagery
demonstrate beyond reasonable
doubt, that the covid-19 ‘vaccines’
are not what we are told they are,
i.e., a safe and effective means of
preventing disease.
On the contrary, they appear
to be heavily loaded with foreign
bodies, as well as instructions for
human cells to manufacture foreign
bodies, that prove profoundly
harmful to human health, many
months after being injected.
Those foreign bodies are present
in all the major brands: BioNTechPfizer, Moderna, AstraZeneca,
Johnson & Johnson, as well as
the Chinese and Russian shots.
It therefore appears that the
manufacturers, regulators and
governments, with the support
of establishment media, are
complicit in, and must actively
have conspired to commit, what
amounts to the gravest crime
against mankind of all time; that
is, the attempted injection of the
entire population with undisclosed
toxic substances and technologies,
without anyone’s informed consent.
There can be nothing more
urgent in our time than a full and
transparent investigation into
what exactly is in the covid-19
‘vaccines’.

https://ijvtpr.com/index.php/
IJVTPR/article/view/52/
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HIV was the rehearsal for covid
by SERENA WYLDE

Technology
passing
itself off as
science
IN the words of George R.R.
Martin: ‘When you tear out
a man’s tongue, you are not
proving him a liar, you’re only
telling the world you fear what
he might say.’

Molecular biologist,
Professor Peter Duesberg, was
uncompromisingly committed to
clean, functional proof, and he
argued that HIV was not capable
of causing either cancer or AIDS.
The vicious and venomous attacks
made against him by colleagues,
institutions and the craven press
were doubtless meant as a warning
to any who might be stupidly
tempted to regard science as the
unbiased pursuit of knowledge.
In 1987, Duesberg published a
lengthy technical paper in Cancer
Research, which raised a series
of 19 clear, compelling questions,
challenging point by point the
basis of the HIV/AIDS hypothesis,
and concluded that the ‘pandemic
pathogen’ was simply one of many
harmless passenger viruses.
The scientific world waited
to see how Anthony Fauci and
Robert Gallo, who claimed to have
discovered the cause of AIDS in
HIV, would answer Duesberg’s
devastating questions. But the AIDS
cartel never attempted a reply. It
just silenced or ignored anyone who
inquired further, or questioned the
newly-established orthodoxy.
Since the AIDS scandal,
numerous well-argued books have
been written to expose the scientific
fraud, yet ‘HIV as the cause of
AIDS’ remains lodged in the public
consciousness, as well as in the
minds of the majority of physicians
and scientists.
When the reporter, Celia Farber,
interviewed former colleagues
of Peter Duesberg for her 2006
book, Serious Adverse Events: An
Uncensored History of AIDS, an
unnamed Berkeley researcher said
to her: “Peter may well be right
about HIV. But there’s an industry
now,”
In her book Science Sold Out:

Kary Mullis

Does HIV Really cause AIDS?
Rebecca Culshaw wrote: “The
persistence of this intellectually
bankrupt theory in the public
mind is attributable entirely to the
campaign of fear, discrimination
and terror that has been waged
by a powerful group of people,
whose sole motivation was and is
behaviour control.”
The late Dr. Kary Mullis, who
invented the PCR test, and was
angry that it was used to detect
viruses and diagnose disease when
he said it could do neither, summed
the issue up neatly: “You take any
virus and spend $2 billion, and you
can make up some great mysteries
about it.”
The template for technologycreated and technology-driven viral
pandemics was thus formed.
In a round table discussion
hosted by Children’s Health
Defense president, Mary Holland,
on September 22, Mike Wallach,
who made the documentary The
Viral Delusion, and scientist, David
Rasnick, talked us through the
smoke and mirrors campaign which
convinced most of the world that a
highly transmissible virus, named
SARS-CoV-2, was responsible for
large scale disease and death, and
was used to justify the destruction
of economic and social activity
worldwide.
David Rasnick has degrees in
biology and chemistry, and a PhD in
chemistry. He explains that he spent
four decades looking for a causal
link between viruses and disease,
starting with polio, in a step-by-step
process, and his research led him to

conclude there are no viral diseases;
which is not the same thing as
saying viruses don’t exist. He goes
on to tell us they do exist as natural
extra-cellular particles, for example,
exosomes, and perform a variety of
useful functions.
His in-depth study of viruses
began in the mid 1980s, when HIV,
which turned out to be laboratorymade, was said to cause AIDS;
but the subsequent propaganda
campaign - monumentally costly,
both in terms of unnecessary
suffering, as well as the eyewatering sums of taxpayers’ money
thrown at it - endures to this day,
and we are witnessing the reenactment of the model, scaled up
to the entire world, with SARSCoV-2.
At the end of 2019, 44 cases
of atypical pneumonia in Wuhan
suddenly became cause for
worldwide panic, in a country of
around 1.4 billion people, with
high levels of pollution and about
a million cases of pneumonia a
year. Rasnick lists many factors
that can cause pneumonia,
including chemicals, drugs, air
pollution, malnutrition, old age,
hospitalisation, and chronic illness.
Early in 2020, Bergamo in
Northern Italy became another
hotspot, and like Wuhan, had high
pollution, elderly populations on
multiple medications, and in 2019
had mass-injected the population
with a particularly harmful flu
‘vaccine’. A single paper out of a
laboratory in Wuhan served as the
basis for the claim that a highly
infectious novel coronavirus was

responsible. The paper claimed to
have isolated the new virus from a
single individual.
The Italian biochemist, Stefano
Scoglio, PhD, studied this first
paper from the Chinese Centre for
Disease Control, published by Zhu
and others. He immediately found
a litany of discrepancies, and a
methodology which revealed that
nothing had in fact been isolated.
What they refer to as ‘isolation’
is the taking of nasal or throat
swabs from the patient, not the
separation of the virus itself from
the nasal swab. Without isolating
the hypothetical virus, doctors and
scientists argue that no independent
variable can be properly studied or
characterised.
It is the first step in what is
considered the bedrock of the
scientific method, and the founding
principle of microbiology. But
only the doctors and scientists
who took the time to read the
paper thoroughly, and study the
methodology used to justify it,
could understand that no isolation
of any virus had taken place. Others
would just see the words ‘virus’
and ‘isolation’ in combination and
assume that a virus had therefore
been isolated.
There has not been one case,
in the published literature, of the
isolation of a virus taken from a
sick person. In no paper is there
the discovery of the virus - the
separating out of that particle
from other genetic material; thus
virologists are guilty of misusing
the term ‘isolation’.
The CDC admitted in December
2021 that they have no virus as a
basis for comparison in the PCR
test. And yet they conspired to make
the extraordinary claim that cases of
atypical pneumonia were caused by
a novel virus that they have never
seen, nor been able to characterise.
In science, isolation simply
means separating something
from everything else present.
For chemicals, that is fairly
straightforward. Separation has to
be pristine, pure. For biological
materials, it is considerably more
difficult, for obvious reasons. Since
bacteria are alive and readily grow,
they are relatively easy to isolate by
means of cell culture.
As viral particles are not alive,
they are near impossible to culture,
and, therefore, isolate. This has led
to the use of fragments of genetic
material as stand-ins for actual viral
particles. This is viable if you have
an authentic virus for comparison,
to validate these so-called surrogate
markers. But they didn’t, and

they don’t, which renders these
surrogate markers and the PCR tests
meaningless.
Their methodology involves
mixing nasal swab components
with many other ingredients, adding
them to monkey kidney cells in a
petri dish, and looking for effects in
the monkey kidney cells which they
assume are caused by a virus.If that
isn’t tenuous enough, they use no
healthy controls in their studies.
They based the declaration of
a pandemic on samples from a
single individual who had some
symptoms. But they didn’t look at a
corresponding individual who had
no symptoms, to show there was a
difference between the samples of
a sick person and those of a healthy
one. Usually, hundreds or thousands
of samples would be examined
to see if there were similarities
amongst them, and these would be
compared to healthy controls.
So how have they sequenced
the genome of something they do
not have? David Rasnick explains
that a genome is a complete set of
genetic information, in the form of
DNA in an organism. You need an
intact genome, an intact strand of
RNA or DNA, and then you ‘Sanger
sequence’ it from start to finish.

Anthony Fauci

He states they have not
sequenced anything. They have
computer-assembled something,
and agreed upon a sequence
using a technique called
metatranscriptomics. This uses an
expensive piece of technological
equipment, which acts like a
massive dragnet to vacuum up all
the strands of RNA from this one
sample source, and then stitches
all the little fragments of genetic
material together, so they come up
with an ‘in silico’ sequence. It is
a computer-generated, theoretical
genome sequence of a theoretical
virus, which they then declare to be
the cause of the subject’s symptoms.
That is not science. It is
technology passing itself off as
science.
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Unethical and cruel censorship
of covid ‘vaccine’ injured
by DR CHRISTIAN BUCKLAND

Medical
profession
blaming harm
on mental
health issues

This is just one major consequence of silencing the
vaccine injured: more people will be misdiagnosed...
increasing the risk of avoidable deaths
https://bobmoran.co.uk

FOR some time, I have been
working with people who
took a covid-19 injection and
been injured, and what I have
found is extremely worrying
and upsetting.

I am a psychotherapist by
profession, and I regularly listen
to psychologically upsetting
conversations. However, I was
shocked by how emotionally
difficult it has been listening to
everyone’s lived experience stories
of being injured by the injection.
Why has this been different
for me? Usually, I work within a
multi-disciplinary team, so I work
alongside other professionals, both
psychological and medical. Many
of my patients require medical
monitoring and investigations, as
I often work with eating disorders;
so I am accustomed to being able
to refer patients to specific medical
practitioners.
With the vaccine-injured, I find
the medical profession refuses to
listen to the patient, or or else it
claims their symptoms are caused
by mental health issues, such as
anxiety. So I am finding that many
of the injured are unable to access
the medical treatments they need.
This, then, naturally impacts their
emotional well-being, as they are
not being listened to, not believed,
and are often attacked. Therefore
their mental health declines, and
this is often the catch-22.
The medical profession then
latch onto this decline in their
emotional robustness, and blame
their physical symptoms on
mental health conditions, often
recommending anti-depressants,
with no further physical
diagnostics. The injured are
becoming depressed and anxious,
with some becoming even more
severely emotionally unwell, and
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the reason is because they have
been physically harmed, and are
being left without proper care.
Sure, some will already have
been struggling with emotional
aspects, but the injection injury,
for many, has greatly exacerbated
their difficulties.
The medical doctors, who are
not able to hear the words of their
patients, are not bad people who
want to do additional harm. They
are often not able to conceive
that a patient’s injuries are as a
result of vaccination, because of
the levels of censorship we are
currently seeing. Speaking online
about your lived experience of
medical trauma as a result of the
covid-19 vaccination very often
gets the video censored, labelled as

misinformation, and many people’s
accounts get banned.
This is extremely dangerous
for numerous reasons. The first
being that the doctors are not being
given accurate guidance on vaccine
injury, and therefore are reliant
on seeing and reading about these
experiences in the media and on
social network sites. However,
as mentioned, these stories are
all too often censored. So, most
doctors are simply unaware of
the possibilities of the patient’s
symptoms being in any way
connected to the covid shot.
There are thousands of medical
doctors speaking up about their
concerns, and what is being
observed in clinical settings and
in pathology labs, but these stories

are not making their way to the
mainstream because of censorship,
resulting in vital information
not reaching the doctors who
need this knowledge.
This is just one major
consequence of silencing the
vaccine injured: more people will
be misdiagnosed, and we know
that if a diagnosis is wrong at
initial presentation, we miss the
opportunity for early intervention.
Early intervention is always the
key to the safest and quickest
recovery, therefore misdiagnosing
increases the risk of avoidable
deaths.
The other really important
consequence of censoring the
vaccine injured is the unnecessary
and avoidable mental and

emotional suffering this causes
those who have been injured.
Anyone who has suffered
an injury following a medical
procedure will usually be
experiencing some form of
psychological stress or trauma,
and if that trauma is not handled
with care and compassion, it can
have devastating consequences.
It is known that if we provide
someone the opportunity to speak
about their traumatic experience
in a compassionate environment,
without fear of judgement or
shame, we greatly decrease the
chance of that trauma turning into
post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD).
PTSD is an extremely
debilitating and severe mental
health condition that greatly
increases the risk of suicide. If
we silence, attack, ridicule or
censor someone talking about their
traumatic experience resulting
from an injury from the covid-19
shot, then we greatly hinder their
ability to safely process the trauma,
and increase the likelihood of
developing PTSD, sadly increasing
the risk of suicide.
Censoring anyone discussing
their lived experience of trauma
is not only wrong, it is unethical
and highly dangerous. And
this is especially so in relation
to anyone discussing their
experience of injury following the
covid-19 injection. It is extremely
dangerous, it prevents medical
doctors being able to accurately
diagnose, therefore increasing
the risk of avoidable death, and it
greatly contributes to a significant
decline in emotional wellness,
increasing the risk of suicide.
Dr Christian Buckland
is a psychotherapist who
has worked in clinical
practice for over ten
years. His qualifications
include a Doctorate in
Counselling, Psychology and
Psychotherapy. In addition to
his clinical work, he regularly
provides psychological input
for the UK Column, and
advises UKCVFamily.org - a
support group for people
injured by the covid-19 shot.

Watch UK Column News every Monday, Wednesday, Friday 1pm at www.ukcolumn.org
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Profit the driving force of healthcare
by CLIVE MENZIES &
NIALL MCCRAE

Greed turned NHS
into sickness and
disability industry
PREGNANCY should be
a cause for anticipatory
celebration, but it can also
be worrying: will a healthy
child be born? And then, can
the growing family thrive
in these straitened times?
An extra mouth to feed has
long been a concern of the
poor, but the cost of living is
affecting most people today.
Lovely though they are,
babies are expensive.

There is a deeper anxiety about
having children, particularly
among the ecologically-conscious
middle class, with the burden of
social responsibility. According
to United Nations’ estimates,
the world population is fast
approaching eight billion. The fake
climate crisis adds to existential
stress, and fuels the myth of
overpopulation. The young, in
particular, have been conditioned
into thinking that we, merely by
existing, are the problem.
The link between health and
population control was a focus
of the Rockefeller family, who
used their oil wealth to transform
medicine from an autonomous,
individualistic profession, into
a tightly-controlled allopathic
industry. John D. Rockefeller
established the Rockefeller
Institute for Medical Research in
1901. Empirical medical practice
that relied on gifts of nature was
soon outcast in favour of highly
profitable, aggressive surgery and

petrochemical-based drugs.
The Rockefellers and other
fabulously rich families adopted
the false Malthusian proposition
of overpopulation, and the notion
of tainted stock subverting the
Darwinian principle of survival
of the fittest. From the early 20th
century to the Second World
War, the eugenics movement
was rampant in professional
and intellectual spheres. It was
toxified by association with
National Socialist Germany,
and was thereafter rebranded
and given renewed vigour as
genetics, Planned Parenthood, and
variations on euphemistic themes.
Using tax-exempt foundations,
the Rockefeller dynasty helped
fund universities, medical schools
and hospitals, which came to
rely on this generous funding,
accepting Rockefeller nominees
on their boards. Within decades,

Please pass The Light on when you’ve read it.

anyone questioning the allopathic
orthodoxy was expelled from the
system. As a result, most doctors
today know very little of health,
aside from applying a standard
drug or procedure to treat a
specific condition. This is the war
model of medicine decried by
researchers such as Dawn Lester
and David Parker, and humanistic
doctors like Sam Bailey and Tom
Cowan.
Through ownership of
hospitals, pharmaceutical
companies and ancillary medical
activities, these ‘philanthropists’
reap rewards in profits that make
their endowments look miserly.
Today’s medical industry is less of
a remedy than a facilitator of drug
dependence. A visit to the doctor
for a common medical complaint
often results in a prescribed
treatment causing side-effects
requiring more prescriptions. An

increasing number of people are
now on expensive drugs for life.
Many patients can’t afford
these drugs, but through taxpayerfunded programmes such as
Medicare in the U.S., and the NHS
in the UK, the medical industry
receives vast amounts of money
without having to administer
individual payments. The
insurance model of healthcare is
simply another means to fleece the
human flock.
Margaret Thatcher, though
she privatised utilities, dared not
touch the sacred cow of the NHS.
Tony Blair began privatisation of
the NHS by stealth, with changes
to doctors’ employment contracts
soon after gaining power in 1997.
These reforms turned doctors from
employed physicians into business
managers, thereby aligning their
financial interests with the medical
industry’s. It has resulted in
prolonged sickness and disability
being a perpetual source of income
for GPs.
When Thatcher left office
in 1990, administration costs
represented 3% of the total NHS
budget. A leaked report in 2005
showed that, as a result of Blair’s
reforms, it had risen to 14%. In the
U.S., bureaucracy accounted for
20% of the healthcare spend, but
after ‘Obamacare’ was introduced
in 2009, these costs skyrocketed
too. Where the U.S. leads, the rest
of the world follows, and the UK
is no exception.
Although money is the primary
incentive for those delivering
healthcare, other motives may be
discerned. Control of the human
herd has become fully visible since
the covid project began in 2020.
Mass vaccination is potentially,
if not actually, a means to reduce
fertility, while the billions who
relented to the psychological
warfare and received injections,

have taken a serious risk with their
health and longevity. Already, we
can see that birth rates have fallen,
while mortality is now about ten
to twenty per cent higher than
normal.
As Dawn Lester says: “You
can no more catch a disease than
you can catch a dirty neck.” Yes,
people have taken ill, but for many
reasons. We have been targeted
with toxins, electromagnetic
frequencies, and prolonged
emotional stress, all of which can
deplete vitality. The nutritional
quality of our food has been
progressively reduced, making us
much more susceptible to illness.
In April 2020, under the cover
of lockdown, away from the
prying eyes of relatives, there was
a spike in deaths of the elderly,
through the administration of endof-life drugs, starvation and ‘do
not resuscitate’ orders.
Journalist Jacqui Deevoy has
compiled an extensive dossier of
this cull of the elderly. Meanwhile,
those unlucky enough to be
admitted to hospital and put in
a covid ward were intubated
and hooked on to dangerous
ventilators.
The Lockstep section of a
Rockefeller Foundation scenario
planning report from 2010
predicted how a pandemic could
be used to establish the New
World Order. Pre-programming
through media and news reports
rendered populations susceptible
to terror. For mass vaccination
to be accepted, people needed to
be persuaded of the threat, and
meekly accept potentially lethal,
experimental injections.
It is crucial that more people
awaken to the genocide that is now
unfolding.
https://outersite.org
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£150,000 EV bin lorry a total waste
Green agenda
backfires with
electric vehicles
My local council decided
to trial a £150,000 batterypowered dustcart, as part of
its green agenda to become a
forward-thinking, proactive
environmental wastecollecting council.

The council held trials of the
vehicle with the manufacturer, and
all was well with its performance,
but it appears it was not under full
load of waste, or stress from all the
true rigours of a working day.
The council purchased the
vehicle, and put it out proudly on
the streets. The Keen Green Waste
Machine was taken into action and
into the world of waste.
However, Dusty Bin wasn’t
up to the job. The performance
was too much for it, and, under
pressure from the tonnes of waste
being loaded, the batteries went
from hero to zero halfway through
the day’s collection.
A sad demise for such a
promising star in the world of

by GEORGE PATRICK

electric vehicles. It took a dieselpowered breakdown truck to take
it back to the waste depot to be
recharged, so the waste could be
dumped. The EV vehicle was then
returned to the manufacturer and
the money refunded. The council
has reinstated the good old reliable
diesel dustcart.
Governments across the world,
especially in the UK, are trying to
build a house from the roof down
to the foundation, instead of the
other way around. EVs are a great
idea; finding a power source for
them - not so good. No coal-fired
power stations, and not enough
alternative power stations or power
sources, so how is the UK going to
support the great electric drain in
2030?
The EV dustcart was part of
the council’s drive to go green.
EV vehicles are piling up in the
RAC and AA centres. A mechanic
I spoke to says the number of Tesla
cars in compounds is mounting
and, in his words, they are all
‘unrepairable’.
He told me that EVs are
becoming a pain at MOT centres,
and he is thinking of not taking

any more in. He had an EV which
was fully charged at the start of
the MOT, but halfway through it
ran out of power, so he was unable
to finish the test. The car had to
be pushed to the charging point
to be fully charged up, before
completing the MOT the next day.
He has been asked if he can
sort EV cars out on the electrical
side, but, as he’s a petrol/diesel car
mechanic like many others, this is
difficult, as EVs use batteries and
an electric motor. He can sort out
the mechanical side of things, but
not much with the more complex

electrical side. The EVs require a
specially-trained auto-electrician.
The more electronic equipment
put into the car, the more
specialised the person has to be.
This is why EVs are currently a
problem - there are not enough
trained auto-electricians, and the
cars cannot be repaired because
they have developed major faults.
People are buying EVs for one
of two reasons - to save money, or
because they erroneously believe
they are good for the environment.
Electric vehicles, including
e-bikes, are prone to spontanoues

combustion, especially while
charging. One story is of a Tesla
suddenly igniting while in motion
- all the doors and windows locked
automatically, after which the
electrics would not respond. The
driver had to smash a side window
in order to escape, with the car
billowing black smoke. The idea
of one day fully delegating our
driving to such automated potnetial
death-traps should give everyone
serious pause for thought.
Other problems with EVs
include: under-performing when
towing a caravan; greater tyre
wear due to the extra weight of the
vehicle. That, in turn, means more
pollution and a greater impact
on forests, plants and animals,
due to increased natural rubber
production.
EVs are not a viable alternative
to petrol and diesel vehicles; they
are a solution in search of a nonexistent problem.
https://www.weforum.org/
agenda/2019/03/the-dirty-secretof-electric-vehicles/
https://unctad.org/news/
developing-countries-payenvironmental-cost-electric-carbatteries

Taxpayers foot bill for housing asylum seekers
Serco pricing
out tenants with
incredible deals
for landlords
PUBLIC services giant,
Serco, has called for
thousands of landlords to
house illegal immigrants
and asylum seekers.

The firm has a contract to
provide housing for all asylum
seekers in the north-west,
midlands and east of England,
and is encouraging all landlords
to rent their properties to Serco.
The company also provide
transportation and payments for
illegal immigrants and asylum
seekers who are waiting for their
claims to be processed.
Serco has stated that all
types of properties are required.
Everything from houses in
multiple occupation (HMOs), all
the way through to five or six
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bedroom houses.
Serco stated on its website:
‘We are looking for landlords and
investors across the north-west,
midlands and east of England.’
Serco is responsible for tens
of thousands of asylum seekers,
in an ever-growing portfolio of
more than 6,000 properties. The
Serco model is based on leasing
properties from thousands of
landlords, investors and estate
agents throughout the country,
with Serco acting as a tenant.
Serco offers landlords a longterm lease of at least five years,
with guaranteed rent paid on time,
every month, with no possibility
of arrears. The company says it
will also make its own repairs,
and cover the maintenance costs
of the property.
Utility bills and council tax
would also be covered by Serco.
With these incentives offered to

the landlords, it’s clear to see why
so many are choosing to house
illegal immigrants and asylum
seekers.
Serco also foots the bill for
thousands of immigrants and
asylum seekers staying temprarily
in UK hotels, while they are
waiting for a more permanent
home.
Camelot Castle owner, John
Mappin, recently revealed he was
offered £1m to rent his entire
hotel out to Serco for a year. This
would have involved sacking
almost his entire staff and would
have, he says, ruined the life and
economy of the local community
of Tintagel, Cornwall.
All of this is paid for by the
taxpayer, because the contract
given to Serco by the government
is paid for out of the public purse.
On Serco’s website, the
company says: ‘We are
responsible for over 30,000
asylum seekers in an ever growing
portfolio of more than 6,000
properties. Our operating model

is based on leasing properties
from a wide network of landlords,
investors and agents with Serco
acting as a Tenant.
‘Prospective landlords,
investors and agents: We want to
work with you and will consider
all types of properties in the north
west, midlands or east of England.
‘We are confident that our lease
provision offers an attractive and
competitive proposition within
the industry: Long-term leases

available for 5+ years, with no
void periods.’
As mortgage costs and rents
rocket, how many tenants will
be priced out of their homes to
make way for taxpayer-funded
economic migrants, in deals
landlords will be unable to refuse?
https://www.serco.com/uk/
sites/serco-aasc/landlords
https://stevelawsreport.co.uk/
serco-landlord-scheme/

Please pass The Light on when you’ve read it.
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Hollywood woke agenda
costs at the box office
Films used to be
fun, entertaining
and captivating
but now they
are hollow,
dissatisfying
and… political
DO you remember watching
movies that had interesting
protagonists and antagonists
- characters who had some
depth? Films with a novel,
interesting and compelling
story-line?

These days, you will find
movies that feature a strong female
lead with no flaws, no room for
character development within the
story, and who are supported by
weak, clumsy, idiotic men that are
laughable caricatures. A perfect
example of this is the first of the
recent Star Wars trilogy, The Force
Awakens.
There are so many problems
with these movies, and the
political agenda is screaming at the
audience as soon as the opening
title and credits role. The strong
male lead, Luke Skywalker, is
gone, and the First Order - or the
Patriarchy of white men - are a
rising threat.
The audience meet the main
protagonist, Rey, who has been
living in a poor settlement on the
desert planet of Jakku, where she
scavenges ship parts in order to
exchange them for food to survive.
Within the next forty minutes, we
soon learn that not only is Rey an
excellent scavenger, but she is also
a martial artist, Olympic sprinter
and a skilful fighter pilot that
knows more about the Millennium
Falcon than Han Solo does. We
also see that Rey makes a former
highly trained stormtrooper, Finn,
the support protagonist, look
incredibly clumsy and weak.
She is in God mode by the
time we are halfway through the
first film - something that Luke

Woke films are bombing at
the box office. People go to
movies to be entertained, not
indoctrinated, and it’s turning
audiences off.
by LUKE COLLIN

Skywalker had to wait three
movies for, so we could see his
character development.
Kylo Ren could have developed
into an interesting villain, but he
just didn’t. As soon as he takes
off his mask, we see that he is an
emotional wreck who has outbursts
of rage when he doesn’t get his
own way. What a toxic male!
This excuse of a villain is the
son of Han Solo, who appears to be
a deadbeat dad, but, with no further
story arc, he is killed off by his
emotionally vulnerable son. It is
one unbelievably tragic scene after
another. Not only do they destroy
Han Solo’s character, Luke is made
into a shell of a man, who has
given up on the force, and wants
to live in exile and spill milk down
his beard. The actor who played
Luke Skywalker, Mark Hamill, was
left outraged and upset at the way
Disney dismantled his character,
and Star Wars as a whole.
The agenda of making men
weak and women strong is not
only visible on the big screen, but
also occurs in Disney’s TV shows,
such as their recent show, Kenobi.
Although Ewan McGregor was
meant to be the main protagonist,
he instead spends most of the show
being bossed around by young
Leia, who is ten years old. She is
also just like Rey, and can suddenly
do everything.
The show plays heavily on
the nostalgia for good times long
gone, in order to generate income

to fund their new and upcoming
homosexual, social justice
propaganda shows for children
on Disney Plus. Talisa Garcia has
become the first trans actress to be
cast by Disney.
Disney’s subsidiary company,
Marvel, has done the same as the
Star Wars sequel trilogy. Marvel’s
recent instalment, Thor: Love and
Thunder is a mess at best. Thor
was sidelined in his own film for

Amazon’s recent series, The Rings
of Power, is on the nostalgia
bandwagon, and contains similar
woke themes. In the first episode,
we are introduced to one of the
main protagonists, called Galadriel.
As you may have guessed, she is
an independent, all-empowered
woman, with weak, incapable men
following her.
Maybe these companies really
do believe that women in today’s

Female characters are
godlike, while men have been
downgraded to clumsy fools
Natalie Portman’s forgettable
character. He was portrayed as
weak, silly, and stripped naked
in front of everyone to see. If it
was one of the female characters
stripped naked, we really wouldn’t
hear the end of it from the
feminists. The other protagonist
of this film is Valkyrie, played
by Tessa Thompson. Her name
is changed in this film to King
Valkyrie, and this is just one big
mockery of men.
Marvel’s terrible film before
this, Doctor Strange and the
Multiverse of Madness, was filled
with woke identity politics, and
contained a same-sex couple.
Moving away from Disney,

society are so weak and misguided
that they need strong, miserable
female leads with no personalities
in films and shows like these, to
make them feel empowered.
The Lord of the Rings trilogy,
directed by Peter Jackson, is a
unique fantasy series based on and
faithful to Tolkien’s novels, that
many regard as a masterpiece of
the genre.
Amazon’s show, however, is
undeniably woke, featuring identity
politics and a vast, diverse cast,
despite Forbes magazine’s attempts
to denying its wokeness.
Tolkien derived his ideas from
the mythology of the AngloSaxons, and even incorporated old

English into his work. Obviously,
black people were not present
in Anglo-Saxon history and
mythology, and it is highly likely
that this is why they were not cast
in the Lord of the Rings films. If
we have learned anything about
how this ploy unfolds, the fans are
called racists for not going along
with Amazon’s casting.
This agenda is getting worse
as time goes on. They want
to portray men as weak and
secondary citizens, because they
are attempting to destroy society,
confuse and blur gender roles,
eradicate traditionalism and
fracture national identity.
But there is some good news:
the woke films are bombing at the
box office. People go to movies to
be entertained, not indoctrinated,
and it’s turning audiences off.
As Breitbart reports: “Thanks to
a slate of off-putting woketard
movies, September’s box office is
the lowest since 1997. With just
$275 million grossed in North
America to date, this will be the
first September since 1997 with
a monthly total of less than $350
million.” The far-left The Wrap
reports: “To date, the running total
for September 2022 is 20% behind
last year’s pace, and 52% behind
the pace set this month in 2019.”
https://www.breitbart.com/
entertainment/2022/09/28/
nolte-woke-moviesdrive-september-boxoffice-lowest-25-years/
amp/
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Mum’s anguish sparks
campaign for children
No informed
consent in rush
to get everyone
injected
A VACCINE harm support
group campaigner is pleading
with health bosses to ensure
the public has the opportunity
to give informed consent
regarding all vaccines.

Jackie Fletcher, whose son
suffered catastrophic brain injuries
as a result of the MMR vaccine, is
making the call as non-covid excess
deaths spike around the world.
Shocking data from Pfizer and
the MHRA have shown that covid
injections can cause severe health
issues and result in death.
Mrs Fletcher, from Wigan, set
up Justice, Awareness and Basic
Support (JABS) in 1994, after her
then 13-month-old son, Robert, was
left severely disabled by the measles
part of his MMR vaccine.
It wasn’t until Robert was 19
years old, and following extensive
legal battles, that this harm was
acknowledged by the government,
and compensation was provided
by the taxpayer-funded Vaccine
Damage Payment Scheme.
Mrs Fletcher claims she was
not given the necesary information
to allow her to make an informed
decision about the risks involved.
She believes millions of others in the
UK are also not being told about the
pros and cons of the covid injections.
The principle of informed consent
is enshrined in medical ethics
and law. It means a patient must
have sufficient information and
understanding provided by a medical
officer before making decisions
about their medical care.
And on the basis of that
information, Mrs Fletcher says, the
patient also has the right to decline
the medical procedure.
Mrs Fletcher believes that there
are many thousands of people in
the UK who have suffered injuries
following a covid jab, who will
be facing the resistance of the
medical establishment when they
seek acknowledgement of the harm
done to them, and try to claim
compensation.
She said: “What we are
finding is that informed consent
is being stampeded out of the
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way, particularly with the covid
injections.
“In the haste to get everyone
vaccinated, they have not allowed
for sufficient time to to make full
assessments on an individual basis,
to determine risks in relation to
age, sex and medical history, and to
discuss the alternatives, so that the
patient is fully informed and able to
make a proper judgement. It is very
much, ‘let’s see how fast we can get
people through the system’.”
She said the covid injection drivein centres were a clear example of
informed consent being ‘bulldozed
out of the way’ by the medical
profession.
She said it was impossible for
those administering the injections,
in those circumstances, to offer clear
advice, in private, and for personal
implications to be fully discussed,
especially if there are multiple
people in the vehicle.
She said JABS also had serious
concerns about young people being
encouraged to keep returning for
covid injection boosters, when they
were not at significant risk from the
disease.
For younger people deciding to
be injected in order to protect elderly
loved ones, Mrs Fletcher said it was
important that they consider the risk/
benefits for themselves, and not for
other people.
Mrs Fletcher said the
government’s Medicines and
Healthcare Products Regulatory
Agency (MHRA) have a duty to
collect and investigate reports on all
adverse reactions.
But she said: “Our experience
with the MHRA over the years
is that it has continually failed to
address this situation. We know they
do not automatically follow up.
“I have attended meetings with
the senior executives of MHRA, and
I asked them, when they receive a
Yellow Card report (the system used
to report injection harm), do they

follow it up six months later to see
if the person has fully recovered,
or if their condition has further
deteriorated? And they have said that
it is difficult enough to get a doctor
to fill in a form in the first place, so
to get them to follow it up is very
hard to do.
“That seems bizarre for a health
watchdog. They should be dutybound to make sure that what is
being given - and pressed forward in
the fastest possible way - is safe.
“The government’s MHRA has
had over a million suspected adverse
reactions reported, including deaths
after the covid-19 injections.
“The government knows that
vaccines can cause harm, but
the onus is on the individual to
substantiate that they have been
more than 60 per cent harmed by the
product.
“Parents and individuals who set
out to apply for a vaccine damage
payment expect the arbitration
system to be fair and impartial, but it
is very much a case of, ‘you prove it;
and if you can’t, go away.’
“So people now faced with a
severe reaction don’t realise what
kind of turmoil they are setting
themselves up for - just to access
what is a derisory pay-out.
“The compensation is currently
£120,000, but if your injuries mean
you can no longer work - and you
had 30 years of working life ahead
of you - then that is a lot of money
to lose, just because you hadn’t been
warned that these side-effects could
occur.”
Mrs Fletcher was inspired to set
up JABS after realising she was not
suffering alone with her son Robert’s
devastating brain injury from the
MMR injection.
Upon contacting various health
agencies about the harm done to her
son, an advertisement was put in the
local newspapers asking if anyone
else had suffered similar issues.
Around 30 families came
forward, and a meeting was set
up in Wigan Town Hall for them
all to attend. From that meeting,
JABS was formed, and it has been
campaigning ever since.
An MHRA spokesperson said:
“We encourage anyone to report
any suspicion or concern they have.
Every report is taken seriously, and
we may get in contact with reporters
to obtain further information.”
https://odysee.com/@
Holding_the_Line:a/
HTL_JABS:b

Mermaids trustee resigns
over ‘minor-attracted
persons’ speech
Transgender
charity has
National Lottery
funding frozen
DISGRACED children’s
charity, Mermaids, has had its
£500,000 yearly donation by
the National Lottery frozen
amid a slew of damning
revelations concerning
the charity that supports
transgender and ‘nonbinary’
youth.

One of its recently appointed
trustees, a professor of gender and
sexuality, resigned recently, as news
came to light that he had spoken at
a paedophile advocacy group event
in 2011.
In regard to her decision to
recruit the professor, the charity’s
Chair of the Board of Trustees,
Belinda Bell, made the following
statement:
“All trustees and staff are subject
to background checks, including
enhanced DBS searches, social
media reviews, and other due
diligence. On this occasion, we
also placed weight on the fact his
employer is a globally-renowned
institution that would have carried
out its own checks.”
The professor, whose name The
Light has chosen not to include
in this article, was a speaker at an
event held by a lobbying group that
attempts to normalise paedophilia.
He was invited to speak at a
conference for B4U-ACT in 2011,
where he referred to paedophiles as
minor-attracted persons (MAPs).
The New York Times reported that
this professor, in a press statement
following his resignation, said: “I
unequivocally condemn child sexual
abuse. My work is about protecting
marginalised children and young
people, not exposing them to harm.
“It was my understanding in 2011
that B4U-ACT was an organisation
that promotes treatments to prevent
offending by paedophiles. I believed
at the time that the purpose of the
conference was to enable better
treatments and interventions that
prevent harm to children. I would
not have attended the symposium
otherwise. I have not been affiliated
with B4U-ACT since.”
This has not been a good
year for Mermaids. A Telegraph
investigation revealed that the
charity was supplying breast binders
to children without parental consent,
which is a practice akin to self-harm.

by SUMAN SANDHU
It can cause breathing problems and
chronic back pain, damage to the
spine, and even broken ribs.
In July, the Tavistock Centre - a
gender reassignment medical facility
with close ties to Mermaids - was
ordered to close, after the Cass
Review (an independent study of
gender identity services for children)
found it was unsafe for children.
Whistleblowing staff spoke of
forced affirmation of the supposed
gender identity of children - many
of whom presented a number of
other healthcare issues and complex
needs. These needs were put aside
as soon as a diagnosis of gender
dysphoria was made.
Mermaids is supported by
government funding, and has
enjoyed corporate partnerships with
Wagamamas and Starbucks. It also
provided training to teachers, police
forces, NHS staff and social services
on transgender issues.
Susie Green became CEO of
Mermaids in 2016, and the Daily
Mail reported in 2019 that she
had taken her child for gender
reassignment surgery in Thailand,
around ten years ago. According to
the report, the castration procedure
was carried out on the child’s 16th
birthday, because in the UK, the
minimum age limit was 18.
It has been reported that young
detransitioners are coming forward
regularly, asking why they were not
given therapy instead of hormone
blockers, and why they were
encouraged towards a medical
pathway of transition while they
were still minors. The Charity
Commission is now assessing
complaints about Mermaids.
As some academics speak
in favour of child pornography,
lowering the age of consent, and
the rebranding of paedophiles
to ‘MAPs’, several women have
been branded bigots and transexclusionary radical feminists
(TERFs), for speaking up to protect
children.
The definition of woman has
already been debated and debased
- to the extent that politicians are
afraid to say what one is. Will the
definition of child be next to be
argued over?

https://mermaidsuk.org.uk/
news/statement-regardingtrustee-appointment/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/
news/article-6846643/DevoutCatholic-mother-44-reportedpolice.html

Please pass The Light on when you’ve read it.
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Google and Samsung sell dreams
of smart convenience and safety
ON October 13, in San
Francisco, the 2022 Samsung
Developer Conference (SDC)
spotlighted some of the
company’s leading minds
across tech, marketing and
product fields.

Samsung shared a vision
of the future, showcasing the
transformational technologies that
it claims will improve consumers’
daily lives, and give users more
time.
With opening remarks from
Jong-Hee Han, Vice Chairman,
CEO and Head of Device
Experience (DX) Division
at Samsung Electronics, the
presentations revealed how
Samsung was attempting to craft
systems that would help make lives
smarter, safer, more convenient and
more connected than ever before.
Han opened up the day’s talks
by underscoring the importance of
convenience in an age of complex
technologies.
He said: “At Samsung, our
goal has always been to make our
lives easier through technology
innovation. But innovation can
also be burdensome for users if
convenience is not at the forefront.
Our teams are determined to deliver
devices that are as smooth and
accessible as they are advanced.”
Covering everything from
Calm Technology to Knox Matrix,
and holistic household platforms
like Bixby Home Studio and

by PRESS RELEASE

SmartThings, Han outlined the
planned device and systems
ecosystem.
He said: “The goal of all
this is to give you an easier,
seamless and more frictionless
experience.”
Following Han was Jaeyeon
Jung, Vice-President and Head of
SmartThings, Mobile eXperience
Business, who discussed how
covid-19 galvanised teams
at Samsung to prioritise the
important things in life, particularly
in the home.
Jung said: “If you’re like me,
the past few years have been a time
to prioritise what matters, to find
moments to pause and refresh.”
Samsung’s SmartThings
platform, Jung claimed, was the
perfect way to do this in your home.
This would be thanks to a
wide range of improvements
to the household ecosystem
platform - finding, setting up, and
synchronising new devices into
the household would be easier and
more efficient than ever.
This includes Galaxy Quick
Pair, Matter Hub connectivity,
SmartThings Energy and
SmartThings Music Sync, as
well as boosted integration with
partner systems, and an expanded
SmartThings website.
At the end of her talk, Jung

Google’s Matthew McCullough explains how the Matter
interoperability system works, reinforcing Samsung and Google’s
collaborative efforts to expand its integration.
introduced Matthew McCullough
from Google, who provided an
overview of Matter, a system
that lays the groundwork for true
interoperability between devices in
the home. Samsung is committed
to Matter integration, and confident
it will make the dream of a fully
integrated household a reality.
By working closely together,
Samsung and Google aim to make
life for both users and device
makers simpler and smoother, with
multi-admin features that cut down
on manual management, and make
Google Home and Nest Hub more
accessible. McCullough said: “This
ease of use across Samsung and
Google is just the start, and we’re
looking forward to delivering a
more seamless, delightful home
experience.”
Mark Benson, Head of
SmartThings U.S., emphasised

Samsung’s commitment to
supporting Matter, and getting
devices working seamlessly.
The SmartThings app,
SmartThings Hub Core and
SmartThings Cloud, Benson said,
were already prepared to support
Matter.
Anil Yadav, Head of Bixby Lab
at Samsung Research America,
took to the stage to discuss the
SmartThings bespoke speech
platform and de facto voice in
the home, including its new
feature: Bixby Home Studio.
“With Bixby Home Studio,
you can create experiences
that span multiple devices and
respond more intuitively to user
commands,” said Yadav. “For
example, if you ask Bixby to turn
on your air conditioner, Bixby can
check if you have any windows
open, and let you know to close

them, saving energy.”
Options would include queuing
up the next movie on the Samsung
Smart TV, to boosting mobile
security with On-Device AI.
Samsung envisions more than
just a convenient and integrated
home experience. It claims
its teams are also creating an
experience that is as safe as it is
smooth, as private as it is proactive.
After Yadav’s Bixby talk, Shin
Baik, Principal Engineer of
Security Team, Mobile eXperience
Business, discussed with the
audience how top-notch innovations
need top-notch security to go with
them. Unwavering in its three
security and privacy principles —
transparency, choice and protection
— Samsung says it has worked hard
to develop platforms like Samsung
Knox. “This will keep everything
from the phone to the refrigerator
safe and secure,” said Baik.
“Knox Matrix is your own
private blockchain,” Baik
explained. “Multiple devices share
credentials, turning the ecosystem
of devices into a shield that protects
everyone.
“We believe that you - and only
you - should be making decisions
about how your information is
managed and stored.”
https://news.samsung.com/
global/sdc22-keynote-samsungelectronics-shares-its-visionfor-the-homes-and-devices-oftomorrow

UK birth and fertility rates continue to decline
THE current birth rate for the
UK in 2022 is 11.322 births per
1,000 people.
After a ‘lockdown lift’ in 2021,
since the most recent peak in 2012,
the number of live births has dropped
by 15 per cent. In 1920, 957,782
children were born; in 2021, it was
624,828.
The total fertility rate for 2020
fell to 1.58 children per woman, the
lowest since records began in 1938.

Sources: https://www.
macrotrends.net/countries/
GBR/united-kingdom/birth-rate
https://www.ons.gov.uk/
peoplepopulationand
community/birthsdeaths
andmarriages

Chart and table of the U.K. birth rate from 1950 to 2022.
United Nations projections are also included through to the year 2100.

The total fertility rate is the average number of live children that a group of
women would bear, if they experienced the age-specific fertility rates of the
calendar year throughout their childbearing lifespan.
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INTERVIEW

David Icke’s one simple
word to stop tyranny: No!

by DARREN SMITH

What happened with the
Amsterdam protest? The Dutch
authorities banned you from
speaking?
The authorities are so myopic
and arrogant that the old ways of
demonising and lying about people
are no longer working, and the Dutch
authorities are finding this out.
When people talk about Nazi
Germany and the Holocaust, it’s
incredibly emotionally charged, and
that’s where they want you - this is
how the manipulators of perception
work. They don’t want you thinking,
they want you reacting emotionally
all the time, leading to very different
behaviour. So if they can tag
someone and demonise them in the
public mind with the anti-Semitism/
Holocaust denier label, that highly
charged negative emotion will then be
connected to the person they’re trying
to demonise.
But what’s happened in the
Netherlands is they haven’t got the
reaction they thought. I’ve been all
over the Dutch media for the last
seven days; they have completely
demonised me, and not one of them
has contacted me to respond. After a
week of this, a newspaper started a
poll on whether I should be allowed
in - the last I heard, it was 84% in
favour, so it was backfiring.
[Despite this popular vote in
favour of freedom of speech, Icke
has since been banned from the EU
Schengen area for two years, citing
prevention of public disturbance,
and so the official protest in
Amsterdam on November 6 was
cancelled in response. We continue
on censorship.]
What is dawning on people is that
the world is controlled by a network,
one I call the global cult. It’s fiercely
compartmentalised, so most who are
in it only know their little part of it.
They don’t know what it’s all about;
but at the core, the spider at the centre
of the web, they absolutely know
what the game is.
The plan all along was to first
create the internet, then bring the
giants of the internet that dominate
communication and retail. You need
to control the perceptions of the
population so they behave as you
want them to, so you have to control
communication. It’s a simple process:
information equals perception equals
behaviour.
The censorship is to make sure
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I keep going every day because
I don’t want my worst enemy
to experience what is coming
that people don’t hear anything that’s
not approved by the authorities,
so all they’re getting is the official
narrative and the official perception.
The information we’re putting out
is challenging their narrative - and
their narrative is so ludicrous, so full
of holes - they know that if there
was an open debate and a free flow
of information, they would lose
overwhelmingly. So they have to
defend their lies by keeping them
from being exposed.
I’d like to talk about some of the
bigger questions: do you think you
were fed the reptilian stuff early on
to discredit the verifiable truths that
you were revealing?
This is the difficulty: the idea of
suppressing information is to suppress
the sense of the possible, so people
wave their hands and say ‘that’s
ridiculous!’ when you’re actually
articulating the truth.
When the internet began in the
1990s, I put in the search terms
reptilian, extraterrestrial and so on,
and 33 pages came up; you put it
in now... so more and more people
are opening their minds to these
big concepts, not least because they
look at the world, and they see it’s
an anti-human agenda. They are
targeting every area that humans
need to survive - the atmosphere, the
human body, food, water, energy and
many other areas; it’s anti-human.
Connecting the brain to Artificial
Intelligence (AI) is an anti-human
agenda.
So is it such a stretch that an antihuman agenda might be driven by a
non-human force?
A lot of people have thought about
these things, but obviously there’s a
lack of actual evidence?
You have read my books, right?
There’s no lack of evidence there.
Okay, but given what we
know about governments’ ability
to manipulate information and
perception, isn’t it possible that it’s
just these bankster families doing
the old Sun Tzu’s Art of War, making
themselves appear far more powerful

and unassailable than they really
are, by saying ‘we’re in league with
Lucifer, aliens are in charge’, etc.?
All you’ve got to do, as I have
over the decades, is look at the
ancient world, look at all the ancient
cultures that have appeared over the
years, no matter what continent, and
their religions too; there is a common
theme between all of them, and that
is of a non-human force manipulating
human society.
What happens if those ancient
rulers were just pulling the same
deception? ‘Don’t blame us, blame
the devil, gods, aliens, the sun, etc.’
But hold on a second - I’m
connecting all of them. I’m not
saying that the people directly doing
this stuff - the Gates, Schwabs,
Rothschilds, Rockefellers et al - can
be forgiven because some other force
greater than them is making them do
it.
All these different levels are
expressed through the same force.
There’s the force that drives it - what
I call the spider - and the force that
plays it out, which is this global cult
running human society.
If people want to believe
something else, then they should
believe something else. I’ve spent 32
years full-time researching this. I’m
not a kamikaze pilot; I’m someone
who is interested in the truth. When
the evidence crosses my line of
‘this is real’, then I put it out there.
I do have an extraordinary record of
predicting what’s coming for over 32
years. I’m not predicting the future,
I’m predicting the plan.
There are many different levels to
research and explore. If you’re just
looking at the level of the globalists;
well okay, how long do they live?
Maybe 90 or 100 years. So why have
they spent their lives pushing to create
a world which they’re not going to be
in when the endgame arrives? Why
have they been doing it, not only in
modern society, but way back? What’s
the common theme? Why did David
Rockefeller spend his entire life trying
to create something that he knew he
wouldn’t be around to see?

Well he certainly enjoyed his
life while he was making it though,
didn’t he? It’s not too shabby down
at Waddesdon Manor either, is it?
I can understand that they would
be ruthless in business for their own
benefit while they’re alive, but that’s
not what they were working towards.
They were working towards what
we’re seeing now, and what we’re
going to see unless the world gets its
arse in gear. It’s not just one or two of
them - why would they all do it?
Because there’s another force
beyond what we see, that is the
common denominator across the
centuries; that has coordinated the
move from a society in which tribal
peoples decided what happened in the
tribe, to now, where a few people at
the centre of the web are dictating the
lives of eight billion people. It’s been
a coordinated operation.
It’s not just denying information
- they’re really good at making stuff
up as well. I wanted to ask you about
the moon landings...
Let’s just focus on what’s
happening now, because that’s what
we need to sort out. Whether the
moon landings were fake or not is not
going to help people at the moment,
when they’re facing economic
devastation, which is what’s being
played out against them. Let’s keep
it to what’s happening now, why it’s
happening and who’s behind it.
Okay, well what should we do
about it? You’re a big proponent of
mass non-compliance, aren’t you?
Yes - you said earlier about people
making themselves sound more
powerful than they are. I’m the one
that’s been saying that they’re not
powerful at all. This non-human
force would have taken over a long
time ago if it could. It has to do it by
us complying with its plan, without
realising there is a plan.
I said a long time ago, there was
going to come a time when this has to
break the surface and people can see
it. Because if you’re working under
the radar to transform human society,
at some point that transformation has

to reach a level where people can see
it, or it’s not a transformation. So it’s
a very dangerous time for them, as
well as dangerous and challenging for
the target human population.
If you take everyone involved, and
take it away from eight billion people,
you’re still going to have 99.99%.
That tells you we can’t be controlled
by a tiny number of people, unless we
acquiesce.
You say ‘no’! A classic example
was the mandated NHS jab. They’d
done it with the care workers before.
As the date got closer, they saw the
numbers of NHS workers who were
not injected and would have to be
fired was huge, and reversed their
policy.
People ask, ‘what’s the solution?’
- it’s staring us in the face. Get a
calculator and work it out. There
are three types of people - those that
follow without question, those that
don’t want to follow but do so out
of fear, and these two groups have
been responsible for every tyranny
in history. The third group has been
responsible for ending every tyranny,
because that group says ‘I’m going
to look at what you’re telling me,
see that you’re lying for reasons of
control, and I’m not complying - I’m
not doing what you tell me to do.
Because I have the self-respect not
to be told by a moron how to live my
life’. At that point, if enough people
do it, the game is over.
This a time for people to open their
eyes and see what’s happening around
them. To stiffen the backbone, look
this in the eye and then we’ll realise
at long last where the power really
lies in this world; and it’s not with
the few, it’s with the many. The fact
that people have not had the guts to
act upon that, is why the entirety of
known human history is a story of the
few controlling the many. We have the
opportunity to break that cycle now,
but only if people open their eyes and
minds, and stiffen their backbone. If
they do those things, then this house
of cards will come down.
I’m 70 years of age. I could walk
away from all this. The worst of it
I’m not going to see, but I keep going
every day because I do not want my
worst enemy to experience what’s
coming, if we don’t sort this out. And
I certainly don’t want my children and
grandchildren to experience it - that’s
what drives me on.
David Icke’s latest book, The
Trap, is out now at https://shop.
davidicke.com
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Decentralisation gives us
autonomy, mastery and purpose
by LLOYD JAMES

Harari’s topdown solution
for humanity
flawed
IN my previous article, I
analysed the World Economic
Forum advisor Yuval
Noah Harari’s solution to
the problem of irrational
behaviour.

As a quick summary, Harari
believes that AI and governmentcontrolled narratives or ‘stories’
are the best way to change people’s
behaviour. He believes that
irrational behaviour makes humans
the ‘terror of the ecosystem’ and
the best solution for this problem is
a top-down, centralised approach.
With the problems of wildlife
habitat loss, plastic in the ocean,
widespread poverty, social division
and many others, a big government
solution controlled by experts is
appealing.
But - after a volatile few weeks
for the UK economy - it is now
obvious that governments can also
be irrational. The WEF solutions
are surprisingly oblivious to the
idea of government failure, but
instead focus on how superior its
experts are and how big its data
sets have become.
The real-world list of
government failures is long. With
the worldwide covid corruption
being uncovered, it is only natural
for people to question the trust that
we put in government officials,
and their relationships with big
businesses. If governments are in
control of managing our behaviour
through the behavioural insights
team, could they not also create
social values and behaviours that
favour business interests? Or
could they miscalculate the nudge
units’ messages, creating excessive
fear or hate with disastrous
consequences?
Decentralisation is the process
by which planning and decision
making are distributed, or
delegated away from a central
authority. Decentralisation avoids

Centralisation v Decentralisation
For an economy to thrive it must create motivated
and responsible citizens... If we can work out an
economic system that motivates people, we can
encourage them to make better choices
the catastrophe of government
failure, as no individual has
complete control of the resources.
There will still be issues of
consumer behaviour and business
corruption. However, in a free
market, the best solutions can be
copied, and, with an empowered
consumer, society will naturally
tend towards the best outcomes
over time.
For an economy to thrive while
allowing freedom of choice,
it must create motivated and
responsible citizens. The myth
of rational consumers was used
to build models in neo-classical
economics. Austrian economist
Ludwig Von Mises suggested that
all human action is purposeful
action, and economics should
study the reasons for human
action, which is to say economics
should study why we make the
choices we do. If we are causing
problems with our current choices,
wouldn’t it be important to find out
why we make those choices? It is
more efficient to treat a problem

Please pass The Light on when you’ve read it.

rather than treat a symptom.
In economics, households
are split into dual roles, as
they are both workers and
consumers. As most destruction
of the environment is made by
businesses, more conscious
workers at these businesses will
improve irrational or corrupt
business practices. Motivational
theory gives an insight into human
behaviour and thus human action.
If we can work out an economic
system that motivates people, we
can encourage them to make better
choices.
Economists at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT)
have now confirmed that the
old motivation theories are
incomplete, and the carrot-andstick method of management only
works for rudimentary tasks. In
more complex work, autonomy,
mastery and purpose are the most
significant factors for achieving
better performance, and thus better
choices.
To achieve a higher state of

motivation, a top-down approach
fails, due to the lack of autonomy
that workers gain in all but the
very top positions in society. In
the WEF’s stakeholder capitalism,
companies must align themselves
with the government’s political,
social, and environmental aims.
Mastery and purpose may be
achieved in a centralised society,
but only for those who align with
the direction that is suggested by
those at the top.
Freedom and decentralisation
are therefore important to create
better workers and managers in the
businesses that create the problems
in the ecosystem.
To achieve a better-motivated
workforce, who are able to make
better decisions, an overhaul of
the education system would also
be necessary. Our current system
focuses on exams and grades that
signal to employers who the best
workers would be for companies
or governments. Students are
motivated to work hard in subjects,
even in those that they don’t enjoy,

to gain the best grades, to achieve
higher wages. Less able students
are also motivated to avoid the
punishment of unemployment or
retaking exams.
The centralised approach’s
emphasis is on learning the
expert’s knowledge or ‘stories’
from the textbooks, and applying
exam techniques and memorisation
to achieve the best grades.
Obedience, accuracy, and attention
to detail are the most important
characteristics to succeed in
the current system. This creates
workers and managers who are
more likely to follow orders than
be self-directed.
A decentralised system would
need to rethink education to
produce students with the ability to
be independent. Grades would be
obsolete, as students could focus
on self-directed learning, mastery
of subjects that interest them,
and finding their future purpose
in work. Businesses may need to
create their own exams to ensure
that both worker and employee are
a good match. Students would also
need to ‘learn how to learn’, as
the job that suits them may not fit
neatly in the standard curriculum
of a school.
The decentralised approach is
similar to a medicine that treats
the cause of human behaviour,
which is our need for purpose and
connection with the work that we
do. A centralised solution with
surveillance and AI will address
the symptoms, but as with any
medicine that does the same, will
cause dependence and unintended
consequences in the future.
A final piece in the
decentralisation puzzle, to reduce
irrational behaviour or improve
human action, is a sound financial
system. Inflation is the general
increase in prices over a period
of time, and is one of the biggest
factors for irrational behaviour.
Inflation causes purchasing power
to fall, meaning we work in jobs
that we don’t like, due to the need
to pay for rising house prices
and living costs. Inflation also
creates the incentive for short-term
consumption, causing pollution
and waste.
A sound financial system
appropriate for decentralisation
will be the focus of the next
article.
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Direct democracy
is ready to give us
control of our laws
Voting system
will help throw
off representative
scam and keep
digital serfdom
at bay
WE need direct control of
our laws - and this voting
platform will provide it.
The Direct Democracy
movement continues to press
on to its target of genuine
democracy, not the sham
‘representative’ version we have
been mis-sold for generations.
The scam has been seen ever
more clearly in recent days,
as the money-out-of-nothing
magicians have woken up to the
fact that huge numbers of us are
seeing through the CGI-fakery in
their greed-driven video-nasties.
The mercenary media hacks
and their weak propaganda PR
creations are no longer able to
hold back the tidal wave of truth.
How many more new-borns in
Scotland have to die before the
people cry, ‘Enough!’? But, how
can they be stopped? Changing
parties does NOTHING; it is
only through the adoption and
routine use of direct democratic
tools that we can do this.
The day draws near when we
will be able to, and the colluding
controllers have had to hit the
panic button; war is prepped and
missiles fired ‘near’ our planes
(‘Is that threatening but vague
enough for you, Minister?’).
If we fail to grab the rudder
and steer away from the island
prison prepared for us, then
watch as our liberties slip away
from our grasp. The Mother of
Parliaments has clearly been told
to toe the line or be cut off from
the international banking scam
- sorry, system. Do you want
serfdom-lite globalisation or redblooded democratisation? I know
what I want.
This is why we need control,
and we only get this by being
able to call for referenda on any
law using The People’s Veto.
The Swiss adopted the hybrid
part-representative, part-direct
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democracy system back in
1848, and a Liberal MP in our
Parliament suggested we do the
same - back in 1896!
The central bankers have
held court for too long already,
and who voted for them? These
fraudsters need to be confronted
and put in their place, otherwise
it’s the lock-up, not the lockdown for all of us. But there is a
way to avoid this, and like good
Boy Scouts we have already
prepared; what we need now is
your help.
Our team has been approved
to develop the front-end of a
voting platform to link to a
secure digital voting system
already deployed across Europe,
and to many other countries
around the world. All other
groups controlling the voting
sites are nation states, so we are
very proud of our developer,
Yasir Ballal, who has brought us
this unique opportunity to soon
be able to offer the great people
of these islands access to this
internationally recognised voting
apparatus.
It is security cleared for use in
the UK, but it is not used here yet. We plan to have the site up
and open for testing in February
2023, but in the meantime, you
can see how the Estonians use
it here - https://ega.ee/news/
ivoting_2021/
We will open up the site to
any (non-criminal!) organisation
wishing to arrange votes on any
matter they wish. All questions
will have to meet the standards of
the original platform developers,
but these are just to ensure fair
question layout and professional
standards. The project should
offer an objective and credible
base to gather feedback and data,
and to gauge the level of support
for proposals.
This is our planned dry-run for
real democracy, where the people
have control of their own laws.
Coming soon, then it’s only one
vote away!
www.ddrightnow.com
www.dd2024.org

How to stay private
and anonymous online
EVERYONE, regardless of
where they stand on social
or ideological issues, is a
target in a war against human
freedom. Right now, if you use
Microsoft, Google, or Apple
operating systems on your
devices, you are being spied
on, in real time.

For a start, there is a common
misconception that email is secure.
Nothing could be further from the
truth.
‘Isn’t Protonmail secure?’
Sadly, it’s not. A climate activist in
France found this out the hard way
when the ‘Secure Email Based in
Switzerland, that many of us rely
on, revealed his IP address to Swiss
authorities, resulting in his being
arrested.
Email is not secure by default.
Most email services are unencrypted
when emails are sent. Even if you
are using encrypted email, the
people you communicate with might
not be. Secure, blockchain-based
messaging is the future. So, what
should you use?
If your communication is
sensitive, consider using end-toend encrypted messaging apps like
Session, which doesn’t require an
email or number.
For Session on your mobile, it’s
imperative to download direct from
Getsession.org and use the APK
setup, ensuring you’re not using a
version relying on Google Play.
Telegram is great, but shouldn’t
be considered fully secure. With
Telegram, it’s best to use the
Desktop app, and avoid App
Store versions, which contain
censorship from Apple and Google.
The original Telegram from their
website is all blue. App store
Telegram has a white border to the
icon, and is compromised.
When accessing the internet
without encryption, information
can be inspected in real time. You
should use a high-quality VPN.
There are many VPN’s, but most
leak your metadata.
The most secure VPN we’ve
vetted is Mullvad.net.
Mullvad is inexpensive, and
one of the reasons they’re the best
VPN, if you wish to be completely
anonymous, is that you’re able to
pay using anonymous crypto such
as Monero. There’s an article on
Activists Toolbox website under
‘Online security and anonymity’ on
buying crypto anonymously.

by JAMIE TUREK

The more common browsers for
improved security are Brave and
Tor Browser for PC, and Bromite
for mobile.
For Linux users, we recommend
using LibreWolf browser. When
installing, we use the Flatpak
installation method and recommend
installing the “Decentraleyes”
add-on. Decentraleyes stops a
surveillance tactic known as content
delivery network (CDN) scraping.
We’ve discussed emails,
messaging and browsers… now
let’s get to the core solutions to your
online privacy.
Most computers come with
Windows or Apple pre-installed as
the operating system. Both have
contact tracing built in, meaning
your computer is watching you
everywhere you go. We won’t go

doubts about whether you could
take on this migration.
With technical skills, migrating
a Windows machine to Linux Mint
should be easy enough for you.
Ensure your machine is compatible
and that you are sure on taking on
the install. There are many great
tutorials online, or get a Linux
laptop at the Activists Toolbox
store.
Smartphones gather your data,
capturing in great detail who you
are, your location, and what you’re
doing 24/7.
The best way to combat this
is to buy a De-Googled phone.
This is an Android phone that has
been stripped of its default OS,
including all tracking and spyware,
and replaced with a custom ROM
such as LineageOS. These custom
ROM’s function just like regular
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into all of the things that Microsoft
and Apple OS’s are capable of from
a surveillance perspective, but it
doesn’t matter how much security
software you install on them, your
OS is spying on you.
The bottom line, you ask? You
should stop using their products as
soon as possible. It’s time to move
to Linux.
There are many versions
of Linux that you can use. We
recommend going for Linux Mint
as it’s very similar to Windows,
therefore the easiest to migrate to.
Check out videos online comparing
Linux Mint to Windows if you have

Android, but are free from any
spying and bloatware. This also
means the longevity of your battery
and device improves too!
It’s then best to use a pay-asyou-go sim card that’s not in your
name, and avoid apps that utilise
your personal data.
We hope this provides you with a
basic overview on what steps need
to be taken to feel secure whilst
using your devices.
Check out the Activists Toolbox
if you’d like more information.
www.activiststoolbox.com
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Fearless campaigner Jeff Wyatt dies
A COURAGEOUS and
committed campaigner, Jeff
Wyatt died suddenly on
September 16. His loss was
a shock to everyone in the
freedom movement, and a
fitting memorial was held on
October 22 in Hyde Park.

The venue was Speakers Corner,
where Jeff was arrested alongside
Piers Corbyn at the first London
protest in May 2020. These two
men, from opposing sides of the
political spectrum, came together to
help build the resistance against the
covid-19 tyrants and their dystopian
agenda.
The memorial was organised
and hosted by Kaira McCallum, a
close friend. Kaira’s emotive speech
emphasised the need to continue
Jeff’s work, and to stay united.
She was followed by Nigel Utton,
osteopath and leader of the World
Freedom Alliance. Nigel recalled
a protest he led with Piers and
Jeff in Norwich, remarking on the
unlikeliness of this trio (I thought of
the Goodies). The target was a pub
whose landlord demanded vaccine
certification from customers, with

by NIALL McCRAE

the too-good-to-be-true name of
‘The Murderers’. Bursting into
tears, Nigel reminded the audience
that the reason why lockdown ended
was because of their defiance.
I spoke about the event two
and-a-half years ago, on the same
place where we stood. Several
in the crowd had attended, but I
viewed a Resistance GB livestream
from the safety of my home, fearing
that it was too soon, too hostile
and too risky to protest at the
height of covid-19 hysteria. Jeff
was undeterred, bearing a placard
asserting ‘freedom over fear’ his famous homemade placards
appeared on the front page of the
Daily Mail and were held aloft at
the memorial.
Watching my friend arrested
merely for being at Speakers Corner
was horrifying, but Jeff’s eight
hours in a cell at Charing Cross
police station only strengthened his
resolve. He wore his charge and the
video footage as a badge of honour,
as many others did in the police
state created by the authorities in an

unsuccessful effort to quash dissent.
Jeff toured the country, striving to
awaken the general public to the
pandemic scam and perils of the
New World Order.
Jeff was indefatigable. When not
on the streets protesting, he kept up
his past exploits in motor racing. It
was at an event on the Isle of Man
when this man, in his late fifties
but with a vitality of twenty years
younger, was taken from us. The
memorial ended with a touching
and candid speech by his daughter
Lucy, who told of a blazing row
last Christmas. Lucy had told her
father that he cared more about his
activism than his family. Jeff had
replied that he was doing it for her,
and on reflection Lucy realised the
heartfelt truth.
The memorial was very well
attended, with speakers including
rally organiser Fiona Diamond,
rapper Remeece, DJ Danny
Rampling and Piers Corbyn.
Although we came in lament, we
left in high spirits, celebrating a
hero of our cause.
Jeff Wyatt was born on May 7,
1964. He leaves his daughter Lucy
and his partner Sasha.
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Reframing the energy debate
‘WE are facing a real energy
catastrophe now in trying
to prevent a hypothetical
climate catastrophe
tomorrow.’

In Alex Epstein’s latest book,
Fossil Future, he makes the case
that fossil fuels are a net good
for humanity, and we should be
looking to increase their use in the
near-term. Epstein describes how
he has successfully managed to use
his ‘arguing to 100’ framework to
present a persuasive, pro-fossil fuel
argument.
Imagine a conversation set on a
simple scale of -100 to +100. The
worst possible outcome is -100,
the best possible outcome +100.
When making your argument about
a policy or set of policies, you
continuously try to demonstrate
how they will move you away from
the -100 position and towards the
+100 position.
A good example from popular
culture was how Apple’s Steve
Jobs reframed the question; ‘which
computer is best?’.
Original Framing: the worst
technical performance

by TRISTAN COLEMAN

(-100), and the best technical
performance (+100)
Jobs’ Framing: worst userexperience (-100), and easy-touse and powerful computing
(+100).
How successful was this
reframing? It’s hard to put a number
on it, but the fact that Apple is now
among the largest companies in the
world isn’t by accident.
Epstein summarises our
current energy conversation as
follows: “It isn’t even really an
energy conversation, but rather a
conversation about climate impact,
where the +100 is eliminating CO2
emissions and the -100 is increasing
CO2 emissions.”
This is bad framing. It allows the
anti-fossil fuel side to relentlessly
attack our current energy system,
without having to consider the
full consequences of their desired
outcome, and retaining the moral
high ground while doing so.
As Epstein points out, the
framework was itself predicated on

‘distortions of reality’, namely:
1. CO2 emissions are causing
climate apocalypse.
2. The value we get from fossil
fuels today is trivial compared to its
negative side-effects.
3. Any value we do get from
fossil fuels can be rapidly replaced
by renewable energy.
Accepting this distorted
framework, fossil fuel advocates
can only challenge the practicality
of their opponents policies, while
conceding (either implicitly
or explicitly) the goal of CO2
elimination.
“Accepting this framework
removes your ability to ‘argue
to 100’. You are effectively left
arguing to 0,” says Epstein.
Even with logic and reasoning
on your side, arguing to zero while
your opponents’ aim for 100 is not
persuasive. By introducing ‘human
flourishing’ into the ‘arguing to
100’ framework, Epstein turns
the energy debate on its head.
Maximising human flourishing
becomes the name of the game: is
there anyone who wouldn’t wish
to put the well-being of as many

people as possible as an ultimate
moral objective?
Epstein says: “If you are
open-minded enough to consider
an alternative framework for
discussing energy, then the
debate makes much more sense;
it becomes about which types of
energy will allow the maximum
amount of human flourishing.”
Applying this framework to the
use of fossil fuels, we can now
balance:
Positive factors such as having
access to plentiful and reliable
energy, and what we know that
means to human well-being,
against
Negative factors such as
hypothetical future changes to
the weather, and what that might
mean to human well-being.
Epstein reduces his case down to
what he calls his ‘four fundamental
truths’:
1. The uniquely cost-effective
energy we get from fossil fuels
makes the world an unnaturally
livable place - including
unnaturally safe from climate -

for billions of people.
2. The world is still a barely
livable place for billions of
people who lack cost-effective
energy.
3. No combination of alternatives,
least of all unreliable solar and
wind, can replace fossil fuels’
ability to provide cost-effective
energy for the billions who have
it and the billions who need it.
4. Fossil fuels’ CO2 emissions
may have contributed to and
continue to contribute to slow,
masterable, and often beneficial
warming, as well as significant
global greening — nothing
resembling a crisis.
Whether you agree or not, these
are precisely the types of issues
that should be front-and-centre
when discussing energy policy. We
need to be open-minded enough to
leave the ‘reduce CO2 at all costs’
framework behind.

https://atlasreport.
substack.com/p/are-you-openminded-about-the-energy
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Vaccine damage cover-up in Israel
Leaked Israeli
Ministry of Health
video shows high
level cover up of
serious side-effects
from covid jab
IN a monumental and game
changing development, a
leaked video of a meeting has
revealed the Israeli health
authorities knew the vaccines
were harming people, and
intentionally failed to disclose
their findings to the public.

The videoed meeting showed
that a research team commissioned
by the Ministry of Health (MoH)
in Israel found evidence of serious,
long-lasting side-effects from the
covid jabs.
In a comprehensive Substack
article regarding the leaked video,
American entrepreneur and
executive director of the Vaccine
Safety Research Foundation, Steve
Kirsch, accused Israel’s Health
Ministry of deliberately covering
up ‘serious safety problems’ with
the covid jab. Kirsch said it was the
single most important article on his
popular Substack account, and he
has written over 700 so far.
On September 2, Kirsch wrote
extensively about the Israeli findings
under the title, ‘Exclusive: Proof that
Israel found serious safety problems
with the covid vaccines then
deliberately covered it up’.
According to Kirsch: “The panel
presented their findings to MoH
personnel on or about June 6, 2022,
in a Zoom call that was secretly
recorded. They found that the covid
vaccines were much more dangerous

by PAUL BENNETT

to people than the world authorities
admitted. They found serious
adverse events that were never
disclosed by Pfizer or any world
government. These adverse events
were also not found to be short-term
as the public was told.
“They also determined causality,
something no other world health
authority has ever been willing to do
(because other governments never
looked at the data either). Causality
was both obvious and easy to prove,
using the re-challenge data that was
collected (you can’t do this using the
US VAERS data, for example).”
Regarding causality, Kirsch
further added that: “They found
many cases of re-challengerecurrence or worsening of a side
effect following repeated doses
within the same individual - which,
the head researcher stresses,
increases the chances of causality
‘from possible to definite’. So, it
is interesting that these researchers
were easily able to determine
causality when nobody else in the
mainstream medical world was able
to.”
In his detailed report, Kirsch said:
“In short, the panel determined that
the government was misleading the
people of Israel.
“We still don’t know the whole
extent of how dangerous the
vaccines are, because the outside
team only looked at the top 5 most
frequently cited events.
“Both the Israeli authorities and
scientists analysing the Ministry of
Health (MoH) data acted to cover up
the harms by releasing a fabricated
report to the public, to make the
vaccine look perfectly safe and claim
that there was nothing wrong.”
In the secret video recording, the

They found
that the covid
vaccines were
much more
dangerous than
the authorities
admitted
research team warned the Israeli
health officials: “You have to think
very, very carefully about how you
communicate this to the public,
because you may open yourself to
legal lawsuits and liability issues,
because what you promoted is, in
fact, not the reality in what we see in
the reports.”
The medical corruption in
Israel was first uncovered by
health journalist Yaffa Shir-Raz.
She translated the meeting from
Hebrew into English and tweeted on
September 1, an excerpt from the
recorded meeting, talking about the
legal ramifications. Her tweet read:
“In a leaked video, a research team
commissioned by the Israeli MoH
warns: “We’ll have to think medicallegal - how to present our findings
to avoid lawsuits. Why? Because
of quite a few side effects we said:
‘OK, it exists, and reports exist,
BUT STILL GET VACCINATED’.
“The research team repeatedly
stressed during the discussion,”
Shir-Raz said in her translation
and summary, “that their findings
indicate that — contrary to what we
were told so far — in many cases,
serious adverse events are long-term,
that last weeks, months, a year, or

even more, and in some cases —
ongoing, so that the side effect still
lasted when the study was over.”
Regarding collecting relevant
data about serious side-effects,
Kirsch said: “They only started
collecting safety data in December
2021, one year after rolling out the
vaccines to the public. Few people
knew this.”
Kirsch commented on the silence
across the world about the stark
disclosure by saying: “Leaders of
our ‘trusted institutions’ all over
the world said absolutely nothing
after the news broke on August 20,
2022. This suggests that there is
widespread corruption in the medical
community, government agencies,
among public health officials, the
mainstream media, and social media
companies worldwide; they will not
acknowledge any event that goes
against the mainstream narrative.
This is a level of corruption that is
unprecedented. The atrocities here
are clear-cut. Everyone should be
speaking out and calling for a full
investigation and fully evaluating
the safety data collected by the Israel
government.
“The news finally broke to the
public on August 20…you’d think
there would be major outrage at the
violation of the public trust. But
there was nothing. No reaction.
Dr. Sharon Alroy-Preis, the Health
Ministry’s head of public services
and a top covid adviser to the
Israeli government, issued no public
statement. That’s stunning.
“This suggests that she and the
others in her organisation who knew
about this were in on the cover-up.
The Israeli people should demand
that they be fired and criminally
prosecuted.
“This is a gross example of
the perversion of medicine from

Dr. Sharon Alroy-Preis, the Health
Ministry’s head of public services and a top
covid adviser to the Israeli government,
has no problem withholding vital safety
information about the covid vaccines to
make them appear to be safe.

its moral mission as a healing
profession. We are bearing witness
AGAIN to the mass weaponisation
of medicine. Not since the Nazi
medical crimes against humanity has
medicine been perverted on such a
mass scale. Why didn’t they release
the original presentation made by the
safety team?
“There needs to be an
investigation into what happened,
but the head of the MoH, Nitzan
Horowitz, isn’t calling for one. Is he
corrupt too?”
Kirsch concluded by saying:
“They should be prosecuting all
these people as criminals, because
that’s what they did: they conspired
to bury the safety information which
could have saved lives.
“It is important that honesty and
integrity be restored at the MoH
as soon as possible, yet nothing is
happening. So, the corruption will
continue.”
https://stevekirsch.substack.
com/p/exclusive-proof-that-thetop-israeli

Russia’s Gazprom still delivering Europe’s gas through Ukraine
GAZPROM delivered 42.4
million cubic meters of gas to
Europe through Ukraine via
Sudzha in the Kursk region.
The transit line through
Ukraine remains the only route
for Russian gas supplies to the
countries of Western and Central
Europe.
The application for deliveries
through Sokhanovka was rejected
by the Ukrainian side, a Gazprom
representative told reporters on
Thursday.
“Gazprom is supplying
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Russian gas for transit through
the territory of Ukraine, in
the amount confirmed by the
Ukrainian side via the Sudzha
gas pumping station, [amounting
to] 42.4 million cubic metres on
October 13. The application for
deliveries through Sokhanovka
was rejected,” the company’s
representative said.
Earlier reports, with reference
to data released on the Gas
Transmission System Operator of

Ukraine website, said that Russian
gas transit through Ukrainian
territory might total 42.4 mln
cubic meters on October 13.
The transit line through
Ukraine remains the only route
for Russian gas supplies to the
countries of Western and Central
Europe. Pumping through the

Nord Stream has been completely
stopped. Gas supplies via Turkish
Stream and Blue Stream are
intended for Turkey and the
countries of Southern and SouthEastern Europe.
On May 10, the Gas
Transmission System Operator
of Ukraine said it would shut
down gas transit to Europe via
the Sokhranovka station, starting
May 11, due to force majeure
as the company allegedly could
not control the Novopskov gas
compressor station in the Lugansk
Region. As a result, transportation

requests would be rejected, and
gas would not be accepted.
However, the Russian gas
holding did not see any grounds
for the suspension of pumping
under the previous arrangement,
noting that it did not receive
any confirmation of any force
majeure circumstances. The
company added that it was
technically impossible to shift
all transit volumes to another
interconnection point, namely the
Sudzha gas distribution station in
Russia’s Kursk Region.

Please pass The Light on when you’ve read it.
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Alex Jones verdict ‘a very, very
dark day for freedom of speech’
InfoWars
presenter’s show
trial ‘criminalises
the free flow
of ideas and
opinions’
A landmark court decision in
Connecticut, U.S., has issued
popular talk news InfoWars
presenter Alex Jones with
a monstrous fine, under the
guise of a civil defamation
lawsuit.

The court ordered Alex Jones
to pay just under $1 billion to the
Sandy Hook families over untrue
claims he made about the shooting.
Adam Lanza was convicted of
shooting and murdering 28 people
including children, at Sandy Hook
Elementary school, which was later
demolished.
The civil lawsuits for defamation
damages and emotional stress
damages against Alex Jones began
when on his website and radio
show InfoWars, he claimed the
2012 Sandy Hook school shooting
was a ‘false flag’ operation to
undermine gun law rights.
Jones’ Attorney Norm Pattis
reacted to the court decision by
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stating: “We disagree with the basis
of the default; we disagree with the
court’s evidentiary rulings. In more
than 200 trials in the course of my
career, I have never seen a trial like
this. Today is a very, very dark day
for freedom of speech.”
In an exclusive interview with
Eric Bolling from Newsmax, Jones
reacted to the court decision by
saying: “O.J. Simpson was found
civilly guilty of murdering two
people, he paid $33.5 million.
So, I didn’t murder anybody, I
just questioned the public event.
I didn’t send people to harass
anybody - hardly ever even talked
about it.”
Jones questioned the political
motivation behind the witch-hunt
trial by saying: “It wasn’t an issue
for the first five to six years when
Hillary ran against Trump. She ran
against Trump on Sandy Hook and
a little short clip she edited of me,
and then the Democrats actually
believed I was the Sandy Hook
man.”
He added: “They targeted me
because of Trump, they went
after me over the Trump thing.”
Jones reacted to the ludicrous fine
by calling it a ‘total joke’ and a
‘railroad job’ and said ‘good luck’
getting any money from him.
In August 2022, during a trial

hearing in Texas, Jones stated that
the Sandy Hook school shooting
was “100 per cent real,” and
recently again with Newsmax, he
reiterated that it was not a hoax,
and apologised over such claims.
Many people believe the trial
used Jones as a canary in the coal
mine to send out a clear and stark
warning to crush freedom of speech
and dissent.
Leader of the UK Heritage
Party, David Kurten, reacted to
the case via Twitter by saying:
“Awarding defamation damages
of $965,000,000 against Alex
Jones for saying something
wrong is ridiculous. This is about
destroying a truth teller, not fair or
proportionate justice.”
Kit Knightly, editor of
news company Off-Guardian,
commented on the case in an
excellent opinion piece by saying:
“People have the right to free
speech. And that includes, and must
include, the right to lie and the
right to simply be wrong.
“If you take away those rights,
you put the power to regulate
speech in the hands of those with
enough influence to create ‘truth’ or
hold the ‘right’ opinions. And that
has nothing to do with objective
truth, or real facts.”
Knightly rightfully calls out
the worrying double standards
regarding the media and political
silence on the recent admission

Alex Jones

from Pfizer regarding the covid jab.
He said: “To take a recent
example, a Pfizer executive
recently reported the
pharmaceutical giant never did any
research to ascertain if their covid
‘vaccine’ halted transmission of the
disease commonly called covid.
“There was never any trial data
showing the ‘vaccines’ prevented
transmission of covid, and that
means every outlet, channel or
pundit who claimed the vaccine
‘stopped the spread’ was actively
spreading misinformation.”
Knightly added: “What’s more,
this misinformation has likely led
to literally thousands of deaths.
“That is far more harmful than
anything anyone could say about a
10-year-old school shooting, real or
not. Will CNN, or The Guardian or

the NYT face a billion dollar fine?
Of course they won’t. Because this
is not about misinformation, this
is about uncontrolled information.
It is about regulating - even
criminalising - the free flow of
ideas and opinions.”
American comedian, writer and
TV host from Redacted Tonight,
Lee Camp, echoed the same points
when tweeting: “I’m no supporter
of Alex Jones, but how much will
The NY Times be ordered to pay for
saying there were WMD in Iraq,
resulting in the deaths of a million
people?”
Anyone who has jeered and
gloated over the Alex Jones case
does so at their own peril. The
fight for freedom of speech and
expression is at a perilous stage for
us all.

UNESCO launches war on ‘conspiracy theories’
UNESCO is training and
recruiting teachers as a key part
of its worldwide effort to combat
what it considers problematic
information and ideas
The United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization,
better known by its acronym,
UNESCO, is escalating its war on
ideas and information it considers to
be ‘misinformation’ and ‘conspiracy
theories’.
According to the Paris-based UN
education agency, which released
a major report on the subject for
educators this summer, conspiracy
theories cause ‘significant harm’ and
form ‘the backbone of many populist
movements’.
Among other concerns,
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conspiracy theories “foster and
reinforce harmful thinking patterns
and exclusive worldviews,” the
report said.
They also ‘reduce trust in
public institutions’ and ‘scientific
institutions’, which can drive people
to violence or decrease their desire to
‘reduce their carbon footprint’, UN
officials argued in the document.
While ‘all conspiratorial thinking
threatens human rights values’, the
document says without elaborating,
some conspiracy theories are more
dangerous than others.
In some cases, teachers are even
encouraged to report their students to
authorities.

Examples of conspiracy theories
cited in the report include everything
from widely held and respectable
beliefs such as climate change denial
and manipulation of federal elections
in the United States, to more farfetched notions such as the earth is
flat or Michelle Obama is actually a
lizard’.
“There are plenty of crazy
thoughts on the Internet, many of
which are patently false,” explained
Citizens for Free Speech Director
Patrick Wood. “The only thoughts
being ‘corrected’ are those contrary
to the globalist narrative. This proves
that the focus is on protecting their
own narratives and nothing else.
“UNESCO joins a censorship
cartel that now includes the
European Union, the U.S.

government, the World Economic
Forum, social media giants like
Facebook and Twitter, and notably,
Google,” Wood told The Epoch
Times. “Anyone who does not
parrot the globalist narrative is by
default considered to be a conspiracy
theorist.”
At the heart of the worldwide
program to combat these ideas and
theories are teachers and schools,
according to the UN agency. Also
central is the battle online and in the
media, UNESCO documents explain.
The latest strategy was unveiled
at UNESCO’s International
Symposium on Addressing
Conspiracy Theories through
Education. Held in late June in
Brussels, the summit brought
together academia, governments,

civil society, and the private sector
to promote joint action against
conspiracy theories and those who
believe or spread them.
The plan includes strategies to
prevent people from believing in
conspiracy theories in the first place,
as well as tools for dealing with
those who already believe them.
Several experts on propaganda
and free speech, however, warned
that the UN effort represents a
dangerous escalation in what they
portrayed as a war on free speech,
free expression, questioning official
narratives, and dissent more broadly.
https://www.theepochtimes.
com/un-education-agencylaunches-war-on-conspiracytheories_4711793.html
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False narrative of Russian
torture takes crown for lies
A BOX of gold teeth not
evidence of Russian war
crimes, according to a local
dentist

A Ukrainian dentist in the
eastern Kharkiv region recently
verified reports of Russian torture
as untrue, by confirming that a
box of gold dental crowns and
rotten teeth belonged to him.
On 4 October, Ukrainian
Defence Ministry posted a
picture on Twitter depicting a gas
mask and a large plastic box of
gold dental crowns lying on the
grass, and blamed Russian troops
for committing war crimes in
the area. The Ukrainian Ministry
tweeted: “A torture chamber in
Pisky-Radkivski. 2 photos. A gas
mask that was put on the head of
a victim who was covered with a
smouldering rag and buried alive.
And a box of gold dental crowns.
A mini-Auschwitz. How many
more will be found in occupied
Ukraine?”
However, a village dentist
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called Sergey, 60, confirmed to
German Newspaper BILD that
the gold dental crowns were
from his dentistry work, and not
extracted from torture victims.
He believes that the box of teeth
shown by the Ukrainian Ministry
on Twitter came from his own
plundered house.
Reporter with BILD, Paul
Ronzheimer, tweeted on October
5: ‘We spoke to local dentist
Sergey in the village about this
horror-photo, and he said: “The
teeth look like the ones from my
cabinet house that was looted by
the Russians. They come from
people that I treated all these
years. I took these teeth out.”
Sergey told BILD: “The
teeth look like from my stolen
collection. I’m the only dentist
here. So, if they were found, they
must be by me. Some residents
told me that the Russians used

the teeth to scare people.”
According to BILD, asked
whether the crowns might come
from dead people, the dentist
replied: “My God, no! They
come from people I have treated
all those years. I took teeth out
because they were bad. Over
the course of 30 years, I have
removed tens of thousands of
teeth. This is a fraction of them.
Sometimes, I pull out five to
eight in one day. I have been
doing this for 30 years.”
In any war, the truth is
always the first casualty with
propaganda, lies and misleading
stories par for the course. Both
sides in this dirty war are steadily
and desperately ramping up
false narratives to suit their own
agendas.
https://www.bild.de/politik/
international/bild-international/
did-these-gold-teeth-reallycome-from-victims-oftorture-81536330.bild.html

New abortion law in Hungary
gives unborn babies chance for life
IN mid-September, Hungary
introduced legislation
requiring women who are
seeking an abortion to listen
to the baby’s heartbeat
before termination.

The European Conservative
journal said: ‘From now
on, before making the final
decision to initiate a termination
procedure, the mother will
have to have heard her baby’s
heartbeat during an ultrasound
scan.’ The journal added: ‘From
now on, before proceeding with
the abortion, the mother must
obtain a medical certificate from
a pre-natal healthcare provider,
proving that the vital functions
of the foetus, i.e., the heartbeat,
could be clearly identified by the
patient and the doctor.’
In a statement, Hungarian
Interior Minister, Sando Pinter,
said that, “almost two thirds
of Hungarians associate the
beginning of a child’s life with
the first heartbeat,” and that
modern equipment can detect
heartbeats early in pregnancy
which can provide “more
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comprehensive information for
pregnant women.”
Dora Duro from the
opposition party, Mi Hazank
(Our Homeland), praised the new
decree on her Facebook page:
“This is the first pro-life move
since the regulation of abortion
in 1956, breaking a decades-old
taboo. There will be at least a
few seconds when a foetus can
communicate with its mother,
who can listen to its heartbeat
before an abortion is carried out.”
Amnesty International
Hungary and advocates for
abortion predictably reacted to
the new law by saying it would
make it ‘harder to access legal
and safe abortion’ and will
create a barrier to accessing
abortion which ‘must be repealed
immediately.’ Spokesperson for
the Human Rights organisation,
Aron Demeter, said: “It is
definitely a worrying step back,
a bad sign. This amendment
achieves nothing, but will further
traumatise women, put additional

pressure on women who are
already in a difficult place.”
Hungarian Prime Minister
Viktor Orban has championed the
importance of traditional family
values, and has given families
with multiple children incentives
such as tax breaks and subsidies
to help improve the declining
birth rate in the Central European
country.
In April 2011, under the
leadership of Orban, Hungary
approved a new constitution
protecting life from the moment
of conception. Article 11 of the
Constitution states: “Everyone
has the right to life and dignity;
the life of the foetus will be
protected from conception.”
Since the 1950s, abortion in
Hungary has been legal in the
first 12 weeks of pregnancy, on
medical and social grounds.
It is hoped that many
thousands of lives will be saved
in Hungary because of this new
law. With the recent overturning
of Roe versus Wade, and the new
decree in Hungary, the fight for
the rights of the unborn baby
appears alive and well.

Audit shows 90%
attending gender clinic
may have autism
Shocking statistic
in Ireland follows
controversy
and closures at
Tavistock Clinic
AN alarming statistic from
an audit at an Irish gender
identity service has raised
concerns regarding informed
decision-making, and the
assessment and treatment of
vulnerable people attending
the service.

In a statement shared with GRIPT,
an Irish online news website, the
National Gender Service (NGS)
revealed: “Based on these audits, the
National Gender Service has seen
an increase in the number of people
attending their service with Autistic
Spectrum Disorder (ASD).”
The NGS estimate that those
availing of their service with ASD
could be 90 per cent for 2022.
According to the NGS: “This
number was as low as 3 per cent in
2014. The last time a full-service
audit looking at prevalence of ASD
was in 2019. At that last stage, the
number was 34 per cent. A repeat
audit is ongoing, and the expectation
for 2022 is that figure will increase
significantly, and may reach as high
as 90 per cent.”
Rather than asking serious
questions about the alarming
statistic regarding autism within
the service, the NGS is instead
asking the health service to provide
specialised support and staff to help
with autism. In their statement, “they
have insufficient resources to meet
current and future demand for their
services.”
However, the NGS did
acknowledge that further help
and exploration is needed: “Being
autistic does not mean that a person
cannot go on to start hormones
or have gender affirming surgery.
However, it is important to
understand a person’s autism as part
of a broader clinical assessment that
includes assessment of social and
occupational function, mental health,
and communication needs, as all of
these can be affected by autism.”
Gender identity services have
been in the spotlight this year. One
of the world’s largest youth gender
clinics, the famous Tavistock clinic
in North London, was embroiled
in controversy over its handling of
vulnerable children earlier in the
summer. NHS England ordered
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the Gender Identity Development
Service (GIDS) at the London
centre to be closed, after a damning
report indicated that it had failed
vulnerable young people. The report
also highlighted the disturbing sideeffects of ‘puberty-blocker’ drugs on
adolescents.
In an open letter to the NHS
on July 19, revered paediatrician
and former president of the Royal
College of Paediatrics and Child
Health, Dr. Hillary Cass, spoke
candidly about her findings in
the interim report into care at the
Tavistock Centre.
She said: “My interim report
highlighted the gaps in the evidence
base regarding all aspects of gender
care for children and young people,
from epidemiology through to
assessment, diagnosis, support,
counselling and treatment.”
Dr Cass was highly critical
regarding the prescription of
powerful and life-changing drugs
for children with gender dysphoria.
She found that there is a “lack of
clarity about whether the rationale
for prescription is as an initial part
of transition pathway as a ‘pause’
to allow more time for decision
making.
Dr Cass added: “We therefore
have no way of knowing whether,
rather than buying time to make
a decision, puberty blockers may
disrupt that decision-making process.
“A further concern is that
adolescent sex hormone surges may
trigger the opening of a critical
period for experience-dependent
rewiring of neural circuits underlying
executive function (i.e. maturation
of the part of the brain concerned
with planning, decision making
and judgement). If this is the case,
brain maturation may be temporarily
or permanently disrupted by
puberty blockers, which could have
significant impact on the ability to
make complex risk-laden decisions,
as well as possible longer-term
neuropsychological consequences.”
The Tavistock gender clinic was
once called ‘the model for treating
trans people around the world.’
Irish Senator Sharon Keogan who
has been raising concerns regarding
youth gender identity services in
Ireland, best summed it up when
she said: “This issue today will be
tomorrow’s national scandal.”
https://gript.ie/up-to-90-ofthose-who-used-hses-genderservice-in-2022-may-have-beenautistic-audit-finds/
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Natural healing overcomes injection
harm - Brian’s battle for life

Our bodies
can do it for
themselves
BRIAN Andreasen is a
natural doctor and has spent
his entire life helping the
human body heal in peace
with optimal natural means.

It is proven that much of our
modern medicine makes people’s
conditions worse; for example,
antibiotics actually hinder the
healing process, as they kill the
good bacteria so necessary to make
a good recovery. Also, the so-called
‘happy pills’ which doctors are
extensively prescribing, work by
paralysing the very nervous system
which should be active in any
healing process. The natural doctor
helps the body to lasting healing,
by helping itself.
This year we produced the
Danish film The Battle for Life,
and through making it, we heard so
many stories from people who have
suffered more harm than good from
the established ‘health system’.
Brian Andreasen discovered
foreign objects from the covid
‘vaccine’ for the first time when he
analysed the blood of a good friend
who had cancer but had also had
the jab. With utter astonishment,
what he saw from the blood of
this person were strange objects
which he had never seen before
throughout his forty-five years
working as a natural doctor and
iridiologist.
Coupled with this observation,
several of Brian’s close friends
died after receiving the covid jab,
and his own mother died from a
complete loss of appetite after
having received the ‘flu jab. As a
73 year-old man who has fought
for life with every fibre in his body,
he was utterly appalled to see such
wholesale wanton destruction of
human life; he considered that
there is only one way forward:
battle stations.
In our forty-seven minute
film, Brian says: “This cannot
be concealed.” Indeed, anyone
with a simple microscope, which
can be purchased for about £60
online, can see these terrifying
objects for themselves. Other
websites also have similar images,
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scientific articles and films on
sites like rumble.com which are
freely available, illustrating the
horrific findings of researchers
across the world. All these films
and images share one thing; these
nano-sized objects have now been
analysed and found to be graphene
hydroxide, and appear to be selfassembling into larger objects in

is to what extent the organs of
his patient have been damaged.
Analysing and understanding this
will be essential to see how well
and quickly the patient can heal.
It will take time, but Brian
believes that recovery is possible.
Right now, the lymphocyte count of
this patient is very high. However,
it is not the right course of action
to give her antibiotics, which will
do more harm than good.
In image 3 above, the strange

Brian Andreasen and Jonna

Image 1

Image 4

Image 5

the body (Image 1).
This woman died (Image 4) and
her niece miscarried (Image 5).
Both had the covid jab.
All is not lost though, and
in image 3, we see that the
lymphocytes (white blood cells)
are surrounding and attacking the
alien object.
In this process, the body of the
covid-jabbed victim is about to
excrete the poison from the body.
Brian Andreasen is very optimistic
because of images like this.
However, the underlying question

Please pass The Light on when you’ve read it.

Image 3

Image 2

object shaped like a cross is from
the blood of the woman who
suffered a spontaneous abortion.
Brian asks how on Earth can this
be explained away? We can see that
the photo is of the woman’s blood
and this seemingly malevolent
object is surrounded by blood
cells. What is really unnerving
is to witness the cavalier attitude
of the established Danish health
professionals confronted with these
two cases.
Neither of these two women had
their life-threatening conditions
taken seriously at all, and were
fobbed off. Brian is, as we should
all be, outraged at how his patients
with serious problems after
having had the covid jab are being
rejected, disbelieved and mistreated
by the established national heath
system. These people are being
prescribed antibiotics and/or
‘happy pills’, in order to get rid
of them. In truth, these measures
only makes the patients’ condition
worse.
No wonder that Brian, who has
always been a leading fighter for

truth and health, was jailed for
three years on trumped-up assault
charges, even though the witnesses
changed and retracted their stories.
This seems to be a recurring
pattern of harassment and strategic
targeting, as so many of his
colleagues (and even their families)
who are now speaking out in
countries like Ireland and the USA
have been vilified, and some even
murdered.
Jonna, the lady who was
jabbed against her will during an
examination at a Danish hospital,
an examination which Brian had
recommended, has known Brian
for over thirty years, and she
contacted him after she’d fallen
very ill after this. Brian took a
sample of her blood and found, to
his horror, that there was nanotech
in Jonna’s blood, which he knew
was not there before, as he had
taken a sample of her blood before
she went into hospital. It is 100
per cent certain that whilst in
hospital, Jonna had been given the
jab without her knowledge, and
certainly against her will, whilst
under anaesthesia.
Jonna now needs a good lawyer
to fight this unauthorised medical
rape. As every day goes by, there
are many court cases emerging like
this, all across the world. Pfizer,
one of the so-called ‘vaccine’
manufacturers, has been told by
a U.S. court to make their test
data from the jabs public. They
are now frantically back-peddling
everything they have been saying,
declaring that their jabs are not
‘vaccines’, but ‘experimental
treatment’, or ‘new technology’.
This is now a crystal clear
indication that the game is up, their
lies are being exposed on a daily

basis and they, both corporately
and individually, are running for
the hills.
Brian Andreasen resolutely
continues his work to help human
bodies eject the poisonous nano
objects and he, and many others,
have provable and lasting results.
After much intervention and time
and painstaking effort, we are
very happy to report that Jonna is
recovering well.
Brian says that some or full
recovery is possible, and Jonna,
who stars in our music video, is
the living example, as are many,
many others. Brian has his hands
full travelling across Denmark to
rescue jab victims. One lady had
not slept in over a year. Brian was
very pleased that, after weeks of
efforts, while staying with her, she
had a moment of peace. Jonna was
past the worst symptoms after three
months of treatment. The healing
must be given time and effort, and
it depends on where in the body the
nano-tech has gone. We know very
little still, as it has only been two
years and the content of jab batches
is unknown and possibly changing.
Our film is very much about
the lymphocytes, and how we can
make them really active using
juicing, clean, structured water and
natural medicine for detoxification.
The lymphocytes jump on the
nano-tech, cling to it, then transport
the alien object out of the body via
breath, sweat, urine and others.
View the music video My
Sweet Friend (They love
you not) with clips from the
Danish films here: www.
ravenseyemedia.com/life
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Winter of discontent for those promoting fear
Public waking
up to covid
injection con
IN many countries during
recent months, there has
been a significant reduction
of the restrictive measures
that were originally
introduced in the name of an
alleged ‘pandemic’.

But this does not mean that
we have won the battle against
the propaganda and lies about the
existence of a new respiratory
‘disease’ called covid-19 caused
by a ‘virus’ referred to as SARSCoV-2.
The would-be-controllers are
clearly not going to give up that
easily. This is obvious from the
increasing efforts to ramp up the
level of fear through reports about
rising numbers of covid ‘cases’, as
can be seen by an October 14 article
on the BBC website entitled, Covid
cases rise as one in 37 has virus
in UK. It’s important to remember
though that ‘cases’ are based purely
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on ‘tests’, none of which have ever
been able to prove the presence in
the body of a ‘pathogenic virus’.
We are now also being warned
about the return of the ‘flu’; a
‘disease’ that seemed to have
magically disappeared during
the height of the alleged covid
‘pandemic’ during 2020 and 2021,
yet is now being reported to be
significantly increasing in both
prevalence and severity.
This raises the inevitable
question: If masking and indoor
restrictions reduced the spread of
the ‘flu’, why didn’t it curb the
spread of covid-19? After all, they
are considered to be rather similar
conditions, as the NHS claims on
its website: “The symptoms (of
covid) are very similar to symptoms
of other illnesses, such as colds and
flu.”
Unfortunately, a large number of
symptoms that are far more serious
than those regarded as ‘flu-like’ are
being attributed to infection and
reinfection with covid, as can be
seen by an article entitled Strokes,
heart attacks, sudden deaths: Does

There was no
science behind
the claim that
the vaccine
would stop the
spread
America understand the long-term
risks of catching covid?
The article refers to a ‘study’
that analysed 38,000 people
with ‘covid reinfections’ and
claimed to have found that “these
reinfected individuals had higher
risks of mortality, hospitalisation,
and adverse health outcomes in
multiple organs”.
It should be noted that this is a
‘non-peer-reviewed’ study.
A vitally important question
that does not seem to have been
asked is: Why have these health
problems only begun to occur
recently? In other words, if such
conditions are caused by ‘covid’,
then why did they not occur

during 2020 and 2021?
One suggestion may be
that these conditions are due
to ‘long covid’, but this is a
complete fabrication; the medical
establishment even admits that they
do not fully understand what that is.
We can and should ask the
question: What has changed
that may have caused such
health problems?
Although some people may
suggest that these changes are due
to ‘mutations’ of the virus, we have
to remember there is no proof of the
existence of a ‘pathogenic virus’.
There is of course one thing that
has changed, which is that billions
of people across the world have
received injections of what are
referred to as ‘covid vaccines’.
There are different ideas about
what these injections are and what
they should be called, but the one
point that needs to be made crystal
clear is that they can be harmful
and potentially fatal. This can be
seen by the thousands of people
who have been officially recognised
to have been harmed or have even
died soon after receiving their
‘vaccine’.
The medical establishment will
no doubt claim that ‘correlation
does not equal causation’, but this
claim is disingenuous because so
many people who were reportedly
healthy nevertheless succumbed
to a serious health condition after
receiving their injection.
Furthermore, in a recent
video entitled, Dutch member of
parliament managed to get Pfizer
exec to admit that vaccines never
stop transmission, Rob Roos, the
Dutch MEP, asked a direct question
in a covid hearing in the European
Parliament of one of the Pfizer

directors, and received the answer
that the vaccine had never been
tested on stopping the transmission
of the virus.
This admission by the Pfizer
director shows that those who
agreed to be vaccinated because
they were told that it will help
protect others have been grossly
misled. It is more correct to say
that they were lied to; there was no
science behind the claim that the
vaccine would prevent spread. And,
as the Dutch MP states in the video:
“This removes the entire legal basis
for the covid passport.”
The vital importance of this
statement cannot be overstated.
We are clearly not heading for
a winter of discontent due to any
‘contagious disease’, because there
is no such thing, whether it’s called
a cold, the flu, covid, long covid
or anything else. The symptoms
associated with these labels are
the body’s normal self-healing
processes; more serious symptoms
will be due to a deeper level of selfhealing processes taking place.
Fortunately, however, as more
people recognise the lies they have
been told about ‘covid’ and the need
for vaccines, it is quite possible that
there may be ‘discontent’. But this
discontent will be experienced by
those who attempt to coerce people
to be poisoned in the name of
‘healthcare’ and discover that their
efforts are largely futile, because
most people have chosen not to
receive injections of any kind.
Remember: informed decisions
can only be made when we are in
full possession of all the necessary
information.
https://whatreallymakesyouill.
com/
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The 3-in-1 healing blanket with over 99%
reduction in high frequency power density
A collaboration
between two UK
companies has
developed a blanket
with multiple uses
to offer huge health
benefits to the user
Healing blanket
The 3 in 1 Healing blanket
developed by ‘Lifestyle 4 Health’,
a collaboration between ‘Ocean
Footprint’ and ‘Fresh Start Health’,
aimed to complete 3 tasks. Fresh
Start Health based near Chichester,
are involved in treating and training
using frequencies for pain relief.
Steve Sapseid of Fresh Start Health
said: “We have needed a lightweight
alternative to a Russian shielding
blanket, the cost of the blanket and
shipping from Russia has made the
original blanket far too expensive”.
The Russian blanket weighs 7.75Kg
and our new, more effective blanket
is only 750g and is made from pure
materials”.
Rich in pure silver

Steve spoke to Pete of Ocean
Footprint about developing a
lightweight fabric, rich in pure silver,
that could be soft and comfortable,
whilst at the same time being able to
block ElectroMagnetic Frequencies
(EMF’s) which could disrupt the
good frequencies we treat patients
with using SCENAR devices.
Pete Harrison of Ocean Footprint
said: “we knew of fabrics that can act
with great success on blocking EMF.
I had been working on sourcing
silver fabrics and sheets as part of
an unrelated project to block bad
frequencies that were being omitted
from a smart meter that was causing
a family member health issues”.
Peter went on to say: “It was very
important that the blanket can be
washed and is durable, this is no
mean feat as the silver content is
high and we need to avoid tarnishing
and other types of degradation”. The
fabrics are made from a mix of pure
silver, bamboo and lycra, woven in a
manner that allows for breathability,
flexibility and softness as well as
no added chemical ridden materials
like in most normal fabrics. Silver
has been known for centuries for its
health benefits and even today is still
used extensively for its sterilizing
capabilities.

EMF Protection
The silver layer of the blanket
operates in a similar way to a faraday
cage and successfully blocks the
EMF’s that are present all around
us. The aim was to be able to have
a blanket that someone can retreat
to for respite from EMF’s by simply
wrapping it around. Wrapping a
mobile device with the blanket
stops all connectivity so we can
easily show that it blocks mobile,
bluetooth, 3G, 4G and 5G signals as
well as WiFi.
Grounding
If connected to an earth source,
the blanket’s inner layer becomes
a grounding layer if wrapped and
in contact with the skin. A stainless
steel popper with a strengthening
patch makes it very easy to connect a
cable to earth the blanket.
Healing
As part of the treatment services
offered by Fresh Start Health, the
blanket is invaluable as it keeps
the good frequencies in after a
treatment while blocking out the
bad ones. “Fresh Start Health have
been very surprised that the new
blanket design is so light and soft,
yet still incredibly effective”.
Testing
Mike at Special EMF Service
was sent a blanket to test. Mike is a
professional EMF Consultant who
surveys homes and places of work to
measure EMF exposure and advise
on how to reduce exposure to such
power densities. Mike uses advanced
testing devices with the capability to
test a multitude of EMF’s including
low frequency exposures from the
grid and household appliances to
high frequency exposures from
telecommunications equipment. He
often advertises in the Light paper
and has been offering his EMF
consultation service to readers. Mike
is reaching out to local assemblies
and groups to arrange multiple
surveys by area to share the travel
costs to reduce the survey price for
the individual.
Results
“I tested the High Frequency
capability with a meter that has an
external antenna so I could wrap the
blanket around it to demonstrate the
power density reduction” said Mike
of Special EMF Service. With the
antenna exposed while streaming a
YouTube video on a mobile phone
the meter registered a peak hold
figure of over 200 microwatts

Please pass The Light on when you’ve read it.

per meter square (uWm2) from a
distance of 1.5 meters away from
the phone. When the antenna was
protected by the blanket the figure
was reduced to 2.0 uWm2 which
demonstrates a 99%+ reduction
in high frequency power density
exposure.
When the blanket was earthed
it reduced low frequency electric
field exposure by 80 to 90%. It is
very important to bear in mind that
low frequency electric and magnetic
field exposure from the electricity
that powers our homes, and every
day devices which connect to it,
presents health risks equal to, and
in certain cases, more serious than
high frequency (wireless) radiation
depending on the nature of the
circumstances. It’s important to bear
in mind that how tightly you wrap
yourself in the blanket will determine
how well you are protected.
Summary
All three companies have been
brought together through our
readership and distribution of The
Light paper, and the drive to develop
this product has been for the benefit
of the health of the user, whether that
be in a health clinic or at home.
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RED PILL REVOLUTION

Build back better without them
THE tide has turned, the war
is won, but the fighting will
go on and there will be many
more casualties before we can
celebrate.

Let us turn our attention to the
kind of world we will have after
the inevitable fall of the System,
this last great empire of men.
Specifically, it may be most helpful
to ask: ‘What shape will the new
world take?’ as I will explain.
All the way down in its sick
core, the System we live in today
is a grotesque perversion of all that
is good and real and wholesome
and natural. However, it would
be foolish to throw the baby out
with the bathwater, as the last few
centuries have produced some
wonderful and beautiful things.
When we choose we are going to
rebuild, we have the opportunity to
hold all the artefacts of the System
to account, and choose whether
they will have a place.
We are not about to return to
the stone age; give up all modern
technology, wrap ourselves in
wolf skins, and run off to the hills
clutching spears to chase bison.
The stone ages have passed, never
to return, and the new world will
absolutely be new.
However, one thing that
cannot be up for discussion is the
energetic model our new world
will use. When thinking about
energetic models, we contemplate
the most fundamental ways in
which energy, the very life force
of nature, moves. And here, two
simple patterns are evident to
anyone with eyes to see.
If you observe the way nature
works, and specifically the way
energy and other resources are
cycled, certain patterns are
immediately apparent.
Nature creates richness and
abundance. Life reproduces and
expands to fill every possible
niche.
And what is life but the cycling
of resources? Life is the force that
drives the perennial search for
sustenance and procreation.
Energy comes to the Earth from
the sun in the form of light and
heat. Plants grow by combining
the light with carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere, and nutrients from the
soil or sea. Some animals get their
energy and nutrients by consuming
the plants, other animals eat
those animals, and finally other
organisms like worms, fungi
and bacteria get their energy and
nutrients by breaking dead matter
back down again to be recycled
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once more in the never-ending web
of life.
That’s the key word right there:
recycled. You can view the whole
natural model as being based on
the circle; everything cycles round
and round and round again. That
is the way of natural law, which
is fundamentally eternal, lifeenhancing, and self-sustaining.
Nature creates richness and
abundance and aesthetic beauty.
You don’t even need a qualification

ripped the human race out of our
natural place in that web of life,
and ushered in a new, man-made
economy, which is typified by a
different shape: the triangle, or
pyramid.
The pyramid features a small
top and a large base, which
illustrates the way the World of
Men works, with a small number
of those who have authority over
a much greater number of others
who are destined to serve.
The idea of a hierarchy is
not necessarily evil per se. For
example, many species have

the way things work. This is a lie.
It is just the way They want it to
work for Them.
In fact, the very idea of blindly
‘respecting authority’ is simply the
pyramid model talking, whether
the authority is political, legal,
aristocratic, academic, religious, or
military.
For example we have recently
been told we must ‘follow the
science’. This scientism, the
dogmatic lauding of ‘the science’
as the sole and ultimate source of
truth, is nothing more than the old
religious hierarchy of the Dark
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to know the truth of this, only the
evidence of your senses.
The circle represents the real,
true, natural world, in which
everything is intimately connected
to everything else, and everything
is in motion, with no beginning
or end. What’s more, there is no
hierarchy in life. The lion is not
superior to the gazelle any more
than the bacteria and worms that
will eventually consume the lion’s
body are to the lion.
The circle is the symbol of
the sun and the moon; it sings of
the motions of the heavens and
the cycling of the seasons, and
represents balance, being the same
from any angle. Nothing in nature
is motivated to take more than
it needs, as short-term changes
in the availability of resources
are naturally rebalanced. In this
way, the circle represents endless
energetic flow, which is the
epitome of life itself.
Following the end of the last
ice age, the arrival of agriculture

developed complex social
structures.
But the way it has been used
by man is deeply insidious - a
bastardisation of nature’s perfect,
cyclical model of energy flow. In
pyramidic structures, energy flows
only one way… up. Resources only
flow up.
And we see these pyramidic
power setups everywhere: in the
military, in politics, in corporate
structures, in academia, anywhere
you look. Even the food chain,
which is actually an incalculably
complex cycling web, has been
reduced to showing predators at
the top.
In this model, workers are given
the most menial roles, which they
are expected to carry out for the
best part of every day, for most of
the week, for half a century of their
lives, while the few who own the
real assets enjoy the majority of
the benefit. The System is literally
sucking our life force away.
The pyramid, we are told, is just

Ages dressed up in a white coat in
place of religious robes.
That echoes the false choice that
we have been offered in politics
for the past couple of centuries,
with the rigged two-party system.
The old Left-Right paradigm is
also pyramidic, as it is founded on
the accepted wisdom of a ‘bosses
versus workers’ divide, whose
shallow roots only reach back as
far as the industrial revolution.
And now we are being told
we will have to choose what type
of pyramidic order we want to
live under: the clearly inefficient
current party-political system that
is absurdly named ‘democracy’
or… an improved New World
Order.
That’s how their spellcasting
works, through endless repetition
of falsehood as fact, followed up
with fake, binary choices. It is like
saying to a small child, “Do you
want to brush your teeth now or
after your bath?”
Those false dichotomies hide

the truth that We the People in fact
have other choices. And what if we
choose neither?
What if we choose the circle in
place of the pyramid, in every walk
of life?
What if we decide for ourselves
to abandon their economy and to
re-establish our own, based on the
eternal, divine laws of nature?
What if we turn our backs on
the industrial world of work that
reduces every human being to
a cog in a machine, and instead
rediscover our ancestral model
of self-reliance? For most of
human existence, if you needed
something, you would go out into
the world around you, find the
resources you required, then make
what you needed to make and after
that… you would rest.
In this way, being part of the
entire process, from identifying
the need to appreciating the final
product, you would have enjoyed
the full value of what you create.
It may surprise you to hear
that, even with our so-called
labour-saving devices and modern
conveniences, our ancestors did far
less work than we do today. Even
the members of today’s remaining
hunter-gatherer tribes typically
exert themselves for only around
fifteen to twenty hours per week.
The rest of the time is theirs to
enjoy.
Perhaps that is the real origin of
the Eden story, dreaming of a time
when human beings had all they
needed within arm’s reach.
So why don’t we turn our
backs on the evil pyramid and all
it represents? Let’s reclaim all of
our power, including the power to
create wealth and value, the power
to take care of ourselves and each
other without depending on the
State, and the power to choose
to govern ourselves, instead of
bowing and doffing the cap to the
political elite.
Maybe Eden was not a myth
after all. Let’s go back and see if
we can find that perfect garden,
because you can bet it still exists,
long after the hierarchies of the
System have been broken down
and forgotten.
We don’t need owners, we don’t
need rulers, we don’t need corrupt
authority.
Let’s build back better, together
and without Them.
https://theredpillrevolution.
com
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LETTERS

The Light - ‘truth is treason in an empire of lies’

Letters to The Light
Got something to say? Outraged that this paper exists? Want to praise us for being the only
widely circulated newspaper giving a voice to the alternative, the censored, the cancelled and the
forgotten? Love the paper but have to disagree with one article? Email: letters@thelightpaper.co.uk

DEAR The Light,
The article in your October issue
on the fate of Irish secondary
school teacher Enoch Burke,
jailed for refusing to use the
pronoun ‘they’ for a male student
transitioning, filled me with horror.
How courage irritates the spirit
of the cowardly, who, from the
perceived safety of mob rule,
hurl their abuse and vitriol with
impunity.
In the words of Victorian poet
Robert Fuller Murray (1863-1894),
‘For want of this aspiring soul,
Great deeds on earth remain
undone,
But, sharpened by the sight of
one,
Many shall press toward the
goal,
Thou running foremost of the
throng,
The fire of striving in thy breast,
Shalt win, although the race be
long,
And ever be the best.’
In a piece published by James
Howard Kunstler on Global
Research on October 17, entitled
‘American Inquisition’, the author
reflects that ‘the thinking classes
have returned to the lunacy of
the 16th century and become
everything they used to despise
as cruel, unjust and crazy… a
world dominated by superstitions,
witch hunts, inquisitions and
persecutions.’
The indictment of the prevailing
high priesthood and torturers of
the present day was written in the
context of an American internal
medicine physician, Meryl Nass
MD, accused of “fraud, deceit, or
misrepresentation in her practice”,
‘conduct that evidences a lack of
ability or fitness, and being “an
immediate jeopardy” to public
health’, for having used early
treatment protocols for covid and
warning of the dangers of the
experimental ‘vaccines’. Based on
two anonymous complaints that
she was spreading misinformation,
Dr. Nass’s licence to practise
was peremptorily suspended by
the Maine Board of Licensure in
Medicine, which compelled her
to undergo a neuropsychological

evaluation to determine if she was
a drug abuser, or suffered from
mental illness.
James Kunstler believes,
however, that the subsequent
hearing held on October 11, “was
highly instructive on the tactics
and strategies for defeating official
persecutions against doctors.
Since the Maine Licensure Board
acted with obvious ignorance and
malice that is easily revealed, Dr.
Nass’s lawyer deftly got the Board
on-record attesting to their own
deliberate misconduct”, potentially
providing all necessary material
for a defamation case against
them.
Sincerely,
Francesca Abbott
DEAR The Light,
After reading the ‘Don’t Hate
Journos’ article several times, I
would like to express my thoughts
on it. I don’t really agree with this
article. Now don’t get me wrong.
Should we hate journalists? The
way I see it is, if we shouldn’t,
then that is because one shouldn’t
really hate anyone. Especially if
you live your life according to the
teachings of the Bible.
But when it comes to feeling
sorry for them... Why should
I? If I feel sorry for anyone,
it would be people, including
children who have died taking
the jab. Were these journalists
who I am supposed to feel sorry
for according to Barry Wheedon,
warning everyone about the
dangers of these jabs?
I think these journalists have
about as much agency as the
medical personnel giving the jabs,
and the politicians overseeing
it all. Should these people be
attacked? If anything, we should
be trying to get justice before
considering revenge. I could
understand if The Light paper felt
the need to do an article talking
awake people out of attacking
journalists, or anyone else.
Barry said that these journalists
are afraid that their reputations
could be harmed. Are their
reputations more important than

peoples’ lives? If that is what they
think, I don’t think I can blame
anyone for hating them.
Another thing that Barry
mentioned in his article is that
more of his colleagues will wake
up when things get worse. Is
that when more people are dead?
People are being harmed by the
jabs now. We have got tyranny in
the western world now. We are
losing our rights now. All this
needs to be dealt with now, not
when it is convenient for all of
these useless journalists.
Yours sincerely,
Daniel Bargent

DEAR The Light,
Thank you for what you are all
doing!
From the bottom of my heart,
you have brought me light and
hope, and I will spread the
information as much as I can.
I now give this newspaper to
my grandad, to try to open his
mind to the opinions and facts I
have been trying to tell him for
three years.
Keep doing what you are
doing!
All the best,
Annabelle Greyson
DEAR The Light,

I was interested to read Paul
Bennett’s article in issue 25,
regarding anti depressants. He
concluded the article by asking
the question ‘Does the body rule
the mind or does the mind rule the
body?’.
In my 30 years of experience
practising Radionics, I have come
to realise that neither one rules the
other.
The mind can produce
symptoms in the body, and the
body can tell us what is going on
in the mind.
For example, during the very
hot weather this summer every
time I stood up my body wanted
to fall over. However much liquid
I drank, or tried various methods
to cool down, nothing seemed to

work. About a week after I first
experienced the symptoms, the
word ‘collapse’ came to mind
quite out of the blue, or so I
thought.
At the time there was much talk
of collapse: of the government; of
the economy; of the NHS; of the
climate etc.,etc.. My mind hadn’t
registered the word, so my body
had to bring it to my attention and
produce those symptoms in order
for me to realise just how fearful I
was of collapsing myself. I took a
Bach Flower Remedy for fear and
terror, and within a few hours felt
much better. The next day all the
symptoms had disappeared and
did not return.
This example is simply to
illustrate how the mind and body
work together to help resolve
certain issues we may have, but
are unaware of.
Each specific part of the body
relates to a mental or emotional
aspect that needs addressing, and
if left unattended can lead to long
term or serious illness.
Many elements come into play
when looking at the causes of
ill health. Genetics, trauma, ego
or environmental factors can all
play a part, but by far it is mental
and emotional factors that are
prevalent, and by learning to listen
to the body, it is possible to tap
into those mental and emotional
aspects, and if realised, can in
turn overcome some or all of the
physical symptoms.
By taking responsibility,
listening carefully and taking
note of what the mind and body
are saying we can stay well on all
levels.
Name Withheld
DEAR The Light,
In view of the headlines of your
paper, I am surprised that you do
not have a postal address to which
we can send our contributions.
What has happened to the art
of calligraphy? We can observe
things on a computer, but to what
extent are we being observed and
manipulated by our observers?

I have to confess I did have
the first two doses of the mRNA
vaccine, although I had strong
doubts about it at the time, but
regarding myself as an ignorant
layperson, I bowed to what I
thought was the superior wisdom
of our clergy and medicinal
practitioners.
No doubt a lot of people
thought our compliance would
lead to a loosening of the
suffocatingly tight tie around our
necks. Perhaps it did, but it still
feels fairly tight. Who bothered
to explain to us the difference
between an mRNA vaccine and
the vaccines that had previously
been administered? As far as I can
see, this new biotechnology has
done more harm than good. Is all
this new technology that has been,
and is being imposed on us, such
a good thing? I have come to the
conclusion that water collected
from a spring or well, candles
and driftwood collected to light
and heat our homes, have some
definite advantages.
Yours sincerely,
John Clive Thomas
from Ilfracombe.
DEAR The Light,
I know some people who
swallowed the LIE
I don’t know why they
swallowed the LIE, perhaps
they’ll DIE.
I know some people who
took the new BOOSTER
which followed the old
BOOSTER which followed
the SHOTS which followed
the TESTS which followed the
LOCKDOWN which followed
A VOID which followed the
MASKS which followed the
SCIENCE which followed the
LIE.
I don’t know why they
swallowed the LIE, perhaps
they’ll DIE.
I know some people who
developed the CLOTS.
THE END
Mike Thompson
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